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Chapter 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Paît of this chapter is based on the publication: 
Title: Improvement of lesion detection by echographic image processing. 
Authors: J.T.M. Verhoeven and J.M. Thijssen 
In: In: Acoustical Imaging 19, H. Ermert and H. Harjes, eds., (Plenum Press. 
New York, 1992), pp. 427-431 
Chapter 1 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Echography is a non-invasive diagnostic method, using ultrasound frequencies in 
the range of 2 to 25 MHz and producing images in real-time. The latter facility 
enables interactive use of this medical imaging modality. This is one of the reasons 
of its wide spread in the clinical environment; 20 percent of medical imaging 
diagnoses are made with echogTaphic devices of various kinds. The market share of 
echographic equipment is also of the order of 20 percent of the mondial market for 
medical imaging devices, whereas its growth is 15 percent per year. 
An essential limitation of echographic imaging is the "speckle" formation. This 
phenomenon is due to the relatively narrow bandwidth of the transmitted ultrasound 
pulses and the coherent summation (i.e., constructive and destructive interference 
occurs) of backscattered echo signals at the surface of the receiving transducer [1]. 
This backscattering is caused by small inhomogeneities and structures (e.g., micro-
vasculature, stroma) of parenchymal tissue. The speckle in echographic images 
represents a kind of spatial noise, causing a mottled or granular image texture* 
(Fig. 1.1). This degrades the apparent resolution in the image and significantly limits 
the detectability of small or low contrast lesions like tumors [2]. Furthermore, the 
structural characteristics of the (micro)anatomy of tissues are masked by this noise 
thereby hindering the detection of diffuse pathological changes which may occur in 
tissues. 
Since the presence of speckle obscures smaller structures in the image, various 
techniques have been applied to reduce the speckle appearance in these images. Com-
pound scanning is based on the principle of incoherent averaging of images with 
different speckle patterns, thus improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and 
Fig. 1.1 Echographic image of a homogeneous piece of tissue with a circular 
lesion located in the center. The texture elements, causing the granu-
lar appearance of the image, are called speckle cells. 
* Texture: spatially extended patterns based on the more or less accurate repeti-
tion of some unit cell. 
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therefore also the visibility of low contrast lesions and structures. From theory it can 
be stated, that the signal-to-noise ratio improves proportionally to the square root of 
the number of— independent — images to be averaged [1]. In frequency compound-
ing [3], images of a region collected at different sub-bands of the frequency spectrum 
are averaged, whereas in spatial compounding [4], images of a region collected at 
different spatial orientations of the transducer are averaged. However, these tech-
niques lead either to a loss of spatial resolution (specially in the case of frequency 
compounding [5]), or to a significant increase of the image acquisition time (because 
of the need for fully decorrelated images [6]) and have, therefore, not been widely 
implemented in commercial equipment Temporal frame-averaging techniques, rely-
ing on the relative movement of the transducer and tissue between several sequen-
tially scanned images [7], suffer from both of these disadvantages. 
Thijssen et al. [8] investigated the influences of gray level transforms on the 
detectability of lesions in echographic images. These transforms, more often referred 
to as postprocessing, encode the echo levels into gray levels to be displayed at the 
monitor of the echographic scanner. Different coding tables (e.g., linear, logarithmic) 
are used to influence the gray levels and therefore the image contrast. Although a 
wide range of gray level transforms was investigated, they concluded that these 
transforms did not significantly influence the detectability of low-contrast lesions. 
Also, the influence of histogram transformations (e.g., stretching, equalization [9]) 
was investigated [10]. Again, no significant improvement was found. 
1.2 ECHOGRAPHIC IMAGE PROCESSING 
Speckle is related to both tissue properties and the system characteristics of the 
echographic scanner such as transducer geometry, frequency and bandwidth. Analysis 
of the image texture characteristics revealed an equivalence to laser speckle. The 
speckle results from a random interference phenomenon at reception of backscattered 
waves [11,12]. Ultrasonic speckle signals appearing in imaging systems are partially 
coherent because of the structural regularity in the scattering by biological tissues, so 
that the speckle patterns then do contain information related to these tissue structures. 
It was shown in simulation studies [13,14], that the first and second order statis-
tical parameters of the speckle pattern (i.e., the image texture) in echographic images 
are systematically dependent on the number density of scattering sites within the 
tissue. Moreover, the effects of a structural component of the scattering on the 
texture were investigated quantitatively and the limits of the analysis methods to 
extract the structure characteristics from the image texture were assessed [15]. The 
significance of the statistical parameters was investigated by in vitro [16] and in vivo 
studies [17 ... 20]. 
Based on these promising clinical results, a new approach was initiated which is 
aiming at image processing rather than image analysis. In other words, the goal is to 
either enhance the image or to produce new kinds of images by local analysis of the 
data. Since the reflectivity contrast (i.e., gray level contrast of the image) produced 
by tumors depends on the kind of tumour and on its growth rate [21], tumour detect-
1.3 
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Fig. 1.2 Two classes of image processing techniques to enhance the visual 
detectabihty of abnormal regions in echographic images. 
ion algorithms should not only be designed to enhance the grey level contrast, but 
also to improve the display of other texture features which are more related to the 
tissue structure. 
Image processing techniques used to improve the visual detectability of abnorma­
lities in echographic images can now be divided into two major classes (Fig. 1.2). 
First of all, speckle reduction or spatial gray level filtering techniques are used to 
reduce the variance of the distribution of the gray levels in an image, thus allowing a 
better assessment of local differences in the mean gray level. To limit the reduction 
of spatial resolution induced by these global filters, adaptive techniques can be 
applied [22,23]. These techniques, employing the local image properties to control 
the settings of the filter, result in both speckle smoothing in regions with a 
homogeneous texture and in preservation of spatial resolution (e.g., preserving the 
contours of organs). 
A somewhat different approach involves "hybrid" speckle reduction filters [24,25]. 
Here, data segments suffering from destructive interference are recognized locally in 
the radio frequency (RF) signal (see section 2.2.1). These segments are recognized 
deterministically by large excursions in the instantaneous frequency (i.e., the 
derivative of the phase of the RF-signal). The demodulated RF-signal corresponding 
to the localized segments is compensated for the destructive interference, thus 
reducing the speckle artefact. 
Suggestions for filter algorithms may be derived from the somewhat related field 
of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images [26,27,28]. These images are generated by 
coherent summation of radar echoes from targets. This technique also suffer from the 
multiplicative nature of speckle noise due to the signals from small scattering 
structures. However, the spatial resolution of these images is relatively better than 
that of medical B-mode images (because of the higher target size/wave length ratio). 
The second class of image processing techniques consists of parametric imaging 
techniques. Here, parameters resulting from the — local — analysis of the echo-
i л 
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graphic image are displayed in a two dimensional fashion, thus creating a new type 
of image [29,30,31]. This new image may reveal abnormalities more clearly than the 
original image. The improvement in detecting the abnormal regions may result from 
an enhanced intensity contrast or from revealing areas which differ only in second 
order speckle characteristics which are much less visually perceptible [32]. It may be 
mentioned that also parameters resulting from the analysis of the radio frequency 
signals can be employed in this manner [17,33]. Now, by selecting the appropriate 
parameters, the parametric image represents the acoustical and/or structural properties 
of the imaged tissues. 
Besides displaying each parameter separately, also a combination of parameters 
can be displayed. Conventional cluster techniques, color coding or neural network 
[34] techniques can be used to combine several parameters into a single new para-
meter to be displayed. This method is called tissue type imaging because the display-
ed parameter itself is not resulting from the analysis, but is a signature of the tissue 
resulting from the parameters used in combination. 
In addition to displaying the parameters, resulting from the local analysis, directly 
in the form of a parametric image, they can also be used to control the settings of the 
adaptive filters described above. In this way, they form the basis for the decision-
making criteria to determine those image regions with a homogeneous speckle 
texture. 
1.3 OVERVIEW OF THIS THESIS 
1.3.1 Aim of the thesis 
This thesis deals with the ability of image processing techniques to improve the 
visual detectability of local abnormalities (e.g., tumors) or of diffuse changes in 
echographic B-mode images. The performance of both speckle reduction filtering 
techniques and parametric imaging techniques is being investigated. To assess their 
performance, the image processing techniques are applied to both clinical echograms 
and computer simulated images. In this thesis, the image processing techniques are 
only applied to the B-mode images (i.e., to the video signals and not to the radio 
frequency signals underlying these images; see section 2.2). 
Also, a relatively new technique, neural networks, with the ability to classify data 
into various categories is investigated. As a first step, the applicability of this 
technique to classify tissues, characterized by their acoustical and texture parameters, 
into different pathological classes is investigated in this thesis. A next step would be 
the automatic segmentation of echographic images by applying the parametric images 
as an input to this classification technique. 
Finally, the workstation is described which was developed to perform the data 
acquisition, the analysis and the processing of echographic information. This 
workstation is specially equipped for, both tissue characterization and image 
processing purposes. 
1.5 
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In chapter 2 the basics of echographic image formation are discussed. Chapter 3 
describes the workstation which was developed. Two custom designed hardware 
modules, which meet the requirements for echographic data acquisition, are 
discussed. In chapter 4 the influence of speckle reduction filtering on the detect-
ability of focal lesions is investigated. Linear and non-linear filters are compared. 
The difference in performance of fixed and adaptive filtering is investigated. An 
objective measure, which can be directly calculated from the images, is used to 
quantify the performance of these filters. Two examples of parametric imaging 
techniques are discussed in the next two chapters. In chapters the signal-to-noise 
ratio images are discussed. This technique improves the detectability of lesions if the 
primary difference from the background speckle is due to a different number density 
of scattercrs within the lesion. Even the detection of iso-echoic lesions is feasible 
with this technique. The application of fractal analysis to parametric imaging and to 
differentiation of speckle textures is discussed in chapter 6. Three different methods 
for estimating the fractal dimension, two in the spatial image domain and one in the 
spatial frequency domain, are investigated. Finally, in chapter 7 the ability of neural 
network techniques to classify various categories of diffuse liver diseases is in-
vestigated. The performance of two neural network methods (i.e., backpropagation 
and self-organizing feature map) is compared to the performance of a statistical 
method (i.e., discriminant analysis). 
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ECHOGRAPHIC IMAGING 
Chapter 2 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound is a sound wave having frequencies higher than 20 kHz, the upper 
limit of the human audible range. For clinical diagnostic applications, waves in the 
frequency range of 1 to 25 MHz are used. Because ultrasound waves both penetrate 
and interact with human tissue, they can be used for medical imaging purposes. The 
waves propagate sufficiently slowly in human tissue that transit times are easily 
measurable and radar-like pulse-echo methods may be used to create images. How­
ever, unlike radar, image construction is fast enough ( 10-25 images/second) to make 
it possible to view moving structures (i.e., real-time imaging). 
Unlike other forms of radiation (e.g., x-rays), ultrasound suffers from refraction 
and reflection (in analogy with the Snell's laws in the field of optics) at interfaces 
between tissues of different acoustical properties. These acoustic properties of a 
tissue are characterized by its specific acoustic impedance: 
Ζ = p0 с = / P T K i
2
·
1) 
where Ζ = acoustic impedance, 
p0 = mass density, 
К = adiabatic compression (or bulk) modulus, and 
с = propagation speed within the tissue. 
Interfaces between soft tissues (e.g., liver, muscle, skin, blood) and bone or air can 
be imaged, primarily, because of their contrast in p0. In addition, also contrasts 
between soft tissues mutually and within organs (where p0 is approximately constant) 
can be imaged because of their difference in K. Another difference with x-ray is that 
ultrasound is an non-ionizing, and therefore relatively safe, kind of radiation. 
2.2 IMAGING 
Current ultrasonic diagnostic imaging systems are mainly operated in pulse-echo 
mode. A single transducer is used both for transmitting the ultrasound wave and for 
receiving the reflected and back-scattered echoes. Transducers are piezoelectric 
devices which have the property that application of an electrical field causes a 
change in their physical dimensions and vice versa. Now, an acoustical (longitudinal) 
wave can be generated by applying an electrical pulse to the transducer and the 
received echoes can be convened to an electrical signal by the same transducer. 
2.2.1 A-mode imaging 
A short acoustical pulse is transmitted into the human body by a transducer. At 
tissue interfaces and at inhomogeneities, part of the acoustical energy is reflected. 
The amount of reflected energy depends on the contrast in acoustic impedances and 
on the size and shape of the reflecting structures. The reflected echoes are received 
2.2 
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by the transducer and they are convened to an electrical signal which is called the 
Radio Frequency (RF-) signal. 
The distance, 5, between transducer and reflecting structure is found from: 
S « f i (2.2) 
2 
where с = speed of sound, and 
r = time between transmission of acoustical pulse and reception of the echo 
brought about by the reflecting structure. 
The amplitude of the received RF-signal can be plotted versus time. This amplitude 
signal is obtained by demodulation of the RF-signal. When a constant speed of sound 
is assumed, the time axis corresponds to the depth of penetration of the sound wave. 
In this way, an one-dimensional A(mplitude)-mode image is created where the 
positions and the echo strengths of the reflecting structures are imaged along the axis 
of the transducer (i.e, in axial direction). 
2.2.2 B-mode imaging 
A disadvantage of A-mode imaging is that it does not present a geometric over­
view of the investigated body structures. B(rightness)-mode imaging solves this dis­
advantage. Here, the echo amplitudes are used to modulate image intensities. A two 
dimensional image is created by linearly translating the (effective) transducer in a 
direction perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the acoustical wave (i.e., in 
lateral direction) and displaying the successive scan lines in parallel. Each scan line 
corresponds to one position of the sound beam and one acoustic pulse of the trans-
Fig. 2.1 Sectorial B-mode scan. The drawn white line represents one scan 
line. 
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ducer. Besides a linear translation, also a rotation of the transducer is often applied, 
resulting in a, so-called, — sectorial — B-mode image (Fig. 2.1). 
The dynamic range of the echo amplitudes can be as high as 70 to 80 dB. Besides 
the difficulty to amplify signals with such a wide dynamic range without distortion, 
also the dynamic range of displaying devices is much less (about 40 dB). Therefore, 
signal compression techniques have to be applied. In almost all echographic scanners, 
the RF-signals are logarithmically compressed before demodulation and displaying. 
2.2.3 Resolution 
The lateral resolution of a transducer is determined primarily by the width of its 
ultrasound beam. This is explained in figure 2.2. The two reflectors marked "A" are 
imaged separately because they are further apart than the width of the sound beam. 
However, the reflectors marked "B" can not be separated because they are both with-
in the sound beam. 
The lateral resolution can be improved by reducing the width of the sound beam. 
For fixed dimensions of the transducer, this can be achieved by focussing. The 
general principles of focussing are identical to those applied in optics. Most often, 
acoustic lenses and curved transducer surfaces are applied. For a focussed transducer, 
the lateral resolution, R^, can be expressed by the -6 dB beam width in the focal 
zone [1]: 
1.21. ' F ' 
fTDT 
(2.3) 
where FT = focal distance of the transducer, 
fT = transducer frequency, and 
DT = transducer diameter. 
— A 
Fig. 2.2 Lateral resolution. The two upper reflectors (A) are imaged separately 
while the lower two reflectors (B) overlap in the B-mode image. 
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Fig. 2.3 Axial resolution. Three reflectors and their corresponding echoes for 
systems with a short (A) and a longer (B) duration of the acoustic 
pulse (A: separated echoes; B: overlapping echoes). 
The axial resolution is determined primarily by the duration of the acoustic pulse 
(Fig. 2.3). Two reflectors are fully separable, only when the received echoes do not 
overlap. It is assumed that two reflectors can be distinguished when their echoes 
overlap only in that pan of the pulse where the amplitude is below 50% of the peak 
amplitude. When the width, τ , of an acoustic pulse is defined as the time between 
the -6 dB echo amplitudes (i.e., 50% of the peak amplitude), the axial resolution, R„, 
can be expressed by: 
R =11 (2.4) 
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2.3 IMAGE TEXTURE 
The wavelengths of the ultrasound in biological tissues are in the sub-millimeter 
range. The consequence of this wavelength range is that reflections are not only 
caused by pure specular reflections, but also by (back-) scattering. Besides the 
anatomical outlining of larger organs and other structures, the images will therefore 
also contain information about the fine structure of the parenchymal tissues. The 
texture of echographic images, defined as the spatial distribution of gray levels 
within the image of a tissue, is connected to the backscattering. 
At a particular time after transmission (i.e., when propagating through a tissue), 
the acoustic pulse will hit a large amount of relatively small (with respect to the 
wavelength) targets. According to the Huygens' principle these targets will start 
acting as secondary sound sources (i.e., they produce scattering). For small targets, 
the secondary wave fronts will be spherical and after some time they will reach the 
transducer (Fig. 2.4A). At reception, interference will occur at every point of the 
transducer surface (Fig. 2.4B). Because ultrasound transducers are phase sensitive, 
the received signals also interfere in the summation over the whole transducer 
surface. This results in a complicated and irregular RF-signal which changes with the 
position of the sound beam. The two dimensional texture pattern depicted in an 
J «i 
Fig. 2 4 A) ünear summation on the surface of a transducer of back-scattered 
echoes from pointlike scatterers ; B) Interference pattern resulting 
from the coherent summation of these four echoes (drawn line: RF-
signal, dotted line* amplitude signal). 
echographic B-mode image is generated by demodulation of this RF-signal and by 
translating the acoustic beam. 
When a very large number of backscattered echoes are received simultaneously, 
the statistics of the amplitude of the demodulated RF-signal is descnbed by a 
Rayleigh probability distribution [2]. This Rayleigh distribution also applies to laser 
speckle. The image texture under this condition is therefore often referred to as 
ultrasound speckle pattern. 
The first order statistics of this speckle pattern are given by [3]: 
<АЪІ 
(2.5) 
<A*> |1--
where μ
Λ
 = average echo amplitude, 
σ, = standard deviation, and 
<A *> = mean squared echo amplitude 
From Eq. (2.5) it follows that the so-called "signal-to-noise ratio" (SNR) is constant; 
(2 6) ü i - 1 9 1 
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When speckle is considered to be noise, the SNR of an image can not be enhanced 
by increasing the signal amplitude. Therefore, speckle behaves like multiplicative 
(i.e., signal dependent) noise. 
The second order statistics of a speckle pattern (i.e., the average dimensions of the 
speckles [4]) can be defined by the dimensions of the two dimensional autoco-
variance function [2]. In the focal zone of a transducer it has been shown [5] that the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) size of the speckle is given by 
(2.7) 
where Д/ = FWHM of the spectrum corresponding to the waveform of the 
acoustic pulse, and 
\
e
 = the wavelength at the central frequency of the acoustic pulse. 
It should be noted that the dimensions of the speckles are proportional, but not equal, 
to the dimensions of the point spread function as would be measured with a single 
reflecting point target. 
2.4 DIFFRACTION AND ATTENUATION 
Edge diffraction, caused by the finite aperture of a transducer, and focussing cause 
a change of the frequency content and of the intensity of the sound beam with depth. 
The (frequency dependent) attenuation of the ultrasound wave by the tissues also 
causes a change of the frequency content and of the intensity with depth. Because of 
these effects, the properties of the speckle pattern are not only dependent on the 
echographic equipment (as expressed in Eq. 2.7), but also on the position in an image 
(i.e., the depth). When assuming a linear model, this can be expressed by a 
multiplication in the frequency domain of the following transfer functions: 
R№ = Ρ 2(/) S(f) Φ *(f¿) -A 2(f,z) (2-8) 
where R = received signal, 
Ρ = transfer function characterizing the piezoelectric effect of 
the transducer, 
5 = transfer function characterizing the average backscattering, 
D = transfer function characterizing the diffraction and focussing 
effects, 
A = attenuation, and 
frequency ƒ and depth z. 
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The squares in this equation are caused by the forward and backward propagation of 
the acoustic pulse. 
The derived image parameters used for parametric imaging purposes (chapters 5 
and 6), and the acoustical parameters used in the classification technique (chapter 7) 
should be independent of the position of the tissues in the image. Also, the filter 
windows size of speckle reduction filters (chapter 4) is expressed in speckle dimen­
sions. It is therefore important to correct for this depth dependency. Methods for 
correcting the diffraction and focussing effects and for estimating the frequency 
dependent attenuation are extensively described in [6] and [7]. These methods were 
applied to the clinical test images used in the remainder of this thesis, thus making 
them suitable for processing and analysis. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The project [1] has been concerned with the specification, implementation and 
testing of a system to be connected as an add-on device to any echographic scanner. 
This system enables acquisition, preprocessing, analysis and processing of echo-
graphic data and images, in order to achieve the maximum employment of the 
information contained in echographic signals about the (condition of) tissue being 
investigated. To this end, both the Radio Frequency (RF) data as well as the 
corresponding B-mode image are acquired simultaneously. Now, the present visual 
assessment of echograms can be expanded by quantitative information, resulting from 
the analysis, about the acoustic characteristics of tissue and about the image texture. 
Also, processed images can be displayed, revealing, more clearly than the original 
image, the desired significant information. In this way, the clinical potentials, the 
quality and the cost-benefit ratio of echography can be improved. 
To facilitate the clinical acceptance of the add-on system, a graphical user-
interface (GUI) has been implemented. This GUI is used to enter information into the 
system, to control the data acquisition and processing, and to present (alpha-
numerically and through displaying images) the results. It guides the operator trough 
the different phases (i.e., acquisition, analysis, processing, etc.) of the process. 
Besides applying commercially available hardware, two special purpose boards 
were developed. A 40 MHz Analog-to-Digital convenor (ADC) board was developed 
(section 3.6), enabling the single-flash storage of a full scan of RF-data (1 MByte). 
Also a new Time-Gain-Compensation (TGC) amplifier has been designed and built 
(section 3.5). This amplifier yields flexible and unambiguous TGC-amplification by 
software steering through digital control and synchronization of this amplification to 
the clock of the ADC. It enables control of the RF-signal as a function of time for 
ultrasound propagation in layered attenuating media. 
3.2 SPECIFICATIONS 
The specifications of the hardware were formulated while considering the use of 
(single element) ultrasound transducers for abdominal and ophthalmological applicat-
ions. These transducers operate in the frequency range of 2.25 - 10 MHz and have a 
relative bandwidth at -6 dB of 50%. Therefore, the desirable maximum AD-conver-
sion rate is 40 MHz (i.e., two times the Nyquist frequency, which is assumed to be 
the central frequency plus two times the relative bandwidth at -6 dB). It should be 
noted however, that special transducers for endo-echography (intra-arterial, etc.) are 
becoming commercially available which operate at frequencies up to 25 MHz. The 
fore-mentioned AD-conversion rate is therefore to be considered conservative. 
The RF-data is linearly amplified by the echographic scanner. The dynamic range 
of echolevels is of the order of 72 dB in large organs [2,4], which would necessitate 
a 12 bits ADC. However, this combination of high sampling rate (40 MHz) and high 
dynamic range (12 bits) of the ADC is presently not technically feasible. As an 
alternative, a time-gain-compensation amplifier is used to compensate for the 
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attenuation in the insonated tissue, thus limiting the overall range of backscattered 
echo signals. This allows the use of a 8 bits ADC (i.e., limits the dynamic range to 
48 dB). 
It is needed to acquire and store the RF-data and the corresponding video image in 
a single sweep. The memory size, M, required to store one scan line of RF-data is 
found from: 
M - ΞΑ (3-D 
с 
where: S = depth range, 
ƒ, = sampling frequency, 
с = speed of sound (typically 1540 m/s [2,3]). 
The typical depth ranges of B-mode images are approximately up to 16 cm when 
applying a 3.5 - 5 MHz transducer for abdominal applications (i.e., 20 MHz sampling 
frequency) and up to 8 cm when applying a 10 MHz transducer (i.e., 40 MHz 
sampling frequency). Applying Eq. (3.1) and the fore-mentioned depth ranges and 
sampling frequencies, it follows that the memory size needed to store one scan line 
of RF-data is approximately 4 kByte. Typically, one complete image consists of 256 
scan lines, resulting in a required memory capacity of 1 MByte. 
It should be mentioned that additional memory is required to store the scaling 
factors (i.e., the amplification coefficients) of the time-gain-compensation amplifier. 
These factors are stored as 8 bit data (see section 3.5.2). However, because the 
amplification curve is identical for each scan line (i.e., equal scaling factors for 
samples taken at the same depth), only additional memory space equivalent to that 
necessary to store one scan line is required. 
Further memory is needed to store the digitized and processed video images. 
Because of the relatively low spatial resolution of echographic images, a 512x512 
sampling grid is sufficient. The dynamic range of gray levels induces 8 bit sampling 
(i.e., 256 gray levels). Therefore, at least one 256 kByte memory buffer is required to 
store the digitized B-mode image and three memory buffers are desired to store the 
processed images. 
By storing the total image (both RF and video), the diagnostician is enabled to 
select a Region-of-Interest (ROI) after the examination of the patient has been 
completed. The normal way of operating will, however, be the selection of the ROI 
during the examination. For this purpose the ROI is indicated as an overlay in the 
original B-mode image (Fig. 3.1). This facility demands a mixing of the video output 
of the echographic equipment with the computer generated ROI signal. 
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Fig. 3.1 Sectorial B-mode image of the abdomen with a 
computer overlayed Region-of-lnterest (ROI). 
With A: liver, B: kidney and C: diaphragm. 
3.3 HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
The overall block diagram of the hardware is shown in figure 3.2. The echo-
graphic scanner to be connected to the system is depicted between dotted lines. Five 
signals have to be connected between this scanner and the system. The RF-signal is 
connected, through the TGC-board, to the 40 MHz ADC-board, while the standard 
video-signal is connected to a 10 MHz video digitizer. After mixing the video signal 
with a computer generated ROI signal, it is fed back to the original display (CRT) of 
the echographic scanner. Finally, two digital trigger signals are connected between 
the scanner and the ADC-board. One signal indicating the beginning of a new image 
frame (i.e., the first scan line), and one signal indicating the beginning of each 
individual scan line. 
The input/output devices of the user-interface, a display (CRT), a terminal 
(TERM) and a mouse, are depicted between dashed lines. The display of the terminal 
is only used for development purposes, while the keyboard is also used for entering 
alpha-numerical data during normal operation. 
3.3.1 System busses 
To connect the different modules in the system, a dual bus structure is used. Both 
busses are standard industrial and open structures, thus allowing future adaption to 
newer technology and addition of special purpose hardware modules to solve speed 
bottlenecks when they become apparent. Also, an expansion of the workstation to a 
completely integrated ultrasound platform by addition of an ultrasound front-end is 
feasible. 
VMEbus: The first bus is the VMEbus (ШЕЕ P-014, ГЕС 821). This bus, being 
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Fig. 3.2 Hardware block diagram of the system. 
primarily an interprocessor communication bus, is used for communication between 
the different modules and for not time-critical data transfers [5]. Each module can 
ask access to the bus to change or read the state of an other module, or to exchange 
data with other modules. No priority scheduling is used presently, thereby granting 
all modules equal access rights. A bus arbiter may be added when more level priority 
scheduling should become required. 
MAXbus: The second bus used is the MAXbus. This bus (originally developed by 
DataCube Inc.) is adapted to time critical or realtime data transfers [6]. The data 
Module 
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Fig. 3.3 The parallel VMEbus (left) and the gated MAXbus (right) connecting three 
modules. 
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transfers are mastered by video signal (CCIR/RS-170) alike synchronization signals. 
Unlike the VMEbus, which is parallel connected to all modules, the MAXbus is a 
gated bus (Fig. 3.3). Thus, data transfers can be initiated in parallel between different 
modules, i.e., at the same time, even at different rates. 
The third bus used in the system is the SCSI-bus (Small Computer System 
Interface bus). This bus connects all parallel Input/Output devices (e.g., harddisk, 
optical disk) to the main processing unit (MPU). 
3.3.2 Processing components 
The system contains three active components. First, the main processing unit 
(MPU) containing a CPU (Moterola 68020), a floating point unit (FPU) and 
associated local memory. This MPU is connected to the other modules in the system 
by VMEbus only. The major pan of the processing tasks is performed here. This unit 
also controls the other modules in the system and initiates the storage of the acquired 
data onto permanent data storage media. 
Second, a special digital signal processing module (DSP) is connected through the 
MAXbus to the memory modules containing the RF- and video signals. This module 
can, under control of the MPU, perform very fast a limited set of signal processing 
tasks (e.g., Fast Fourier Transforms). Because of the MAXbus connections, a fast 
throughput of data is feasible. 
Finally, a graphic CRT controller module takes care of the basic graphical 
operations needed to manipulate the screen of the user-interface. The second part of 
the memory module, that is also used to store the RF-data, is assigned to this 
module. Sufficient memory (1 MByte) is available to hold the screen of the user-
interface itself and three (512x512) images. 
3.3 J Memory 
Three separate memory blocks are available. The first block of 4 MByte is located 
on the MPU. This memory block is dual ported and therefore accessible by both the 
CPU and the VMEbus. It is a multi purpose memory block, used to store program 
data and processing buffers. 
The second block (ROI memory) is used to store both the acquired RF-data 
(1 MByte) and the screen and images of the graphical user-interface (1 MByte). The 
third memory block (video memory) is used to store three 512x512 8-bit images. 
These two memory blocks are also dual ported and are accessible by the VMEbus 
and the MAXbus. The latter bus allows fast exchange of data between these memory 
blocks and the other modules. 
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3.4 DATA ACQUISITION 
3.4.1 RF acquisition 
The analog RF-signal is first amplified by a TGC-amplifier. The properties of this 
amplifier are discussed in section 3.5. Next, the signal is sampled using the ADC, 
described in section 3.6, and the digital data is transmitted through the MAXbus to 
the storage memory (ROI memory). This memory module has a maximum of 
1 MByte available for storage of the sampled RF signal. 
3.4.2 Video acquisition 
The video signal from the echographic scanner is sampled by a 10 MHz 8 bit (i.e., 
256 gray levels) digitizer. The sampled image, transmitted through the MAXbus, is 
stored in one of three video memories (each video memory stores 512x512 samples). 
During normal operation, the stored B-mode image is displayed continuously on 
the monitor of the echographic scanner after Digital-to-Analog conversion (DAC). 
During acquisition and processing however, an overlay image (containing the out-
lining of the ROI) stored in one of the remaining video memories is mixed with the 
original B-mode image before DAC conversion (see also Fig. 3.1). 
3.5 A SOFTWARE CONTROLLABLE TIME-GAIN-COMPENSATION 
AMPLIFIER 
3.5.1 Introduction 
In many approaches of quantitative analysis and of imaging of ultrasound 
reflections it is necessary to use a time-gain-compensation (T.G.C.) amplifier. 
Especially in medical applications the attenuation in most biological tissues is such 
that the dynamic ranges of either the RF-amplifier, of the demodulator and of the 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) would be surpassed. In case of quantitative 
analysis, it is of paramount importance to be able to exactly recover the received RF-
signals. In the authors' experience [7,8] the complex relations between the steering 
voltage, Vf, applied to the voltage-controlled TGC-amplifier and the resulting gain 
and, in addition, the dependence of this relation on the slew-rate, bVJbt, of the 
steering voltage, were hampering an exact recovery of the RF-signals. Moreover, the 
necessity to sample the, not always easily assessable, steering voltage was also 
hindering an adequate solution. 
Recently a new generation of voltage-controlled amplifiers (VCA) has come to the 
market. The specifications for the amplifier bandwidth, the dynamic range of the 
amplification and the settling time of the amplifier are such that it appeared feasible 
to design a new concept of TGC-amplification: a flexible and unambiguous TGC-
amplification by software steering through a digital control and synchronization ol 
this amplification to the clock of the ADC. This concept has been realized on a 
single VMEbus board. Appropriate driver software for this board has been developed. 
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Fig. 3.4 Block diagram of the TGC-board. 
3.5.2 Description 
The block-diagram of this module is shown in figure 3.4. The RF-signals are 
amplified by two cascaded voltage-controlled amplifiers*. The performance of these 
VCA's can be controlled by two resistors. The bandwidth, the maximum input 
voltage and the maximum amplification can by this means be adapted to the needs of 
the customer, while the overall gain (40 dB) and the maximum settling time of the 
amplification (20 ns) are fixed. However, there is a trade-off to be made among the 
three adjustable parameters. For practical reasons we confined ourselves to two 
versions of the board (Table 3.1), but other specifications can easily be obtained by 
appropriate modification of the value of the resistors. 
As can be seen in table 3.1 (board 1) and in figure 3.5 the fixed 40 dB amplifica­
tion range of each VCA was shifted downwards to the range from -12 dB to +28 dB 
(-24 dB to +56 dB for the cascaded amplifiers) in order to obtain the desired input 
voltage range (250 mVff) and at the same time achieve the desired bandwidth 
(25 MHz). 
Careful measurement of the non-linear distortion revealed that only a second 
harmonic was present at a -46 dB level relative to the input signal when applying an 
input signal of 200 mV ,^ and at a -39 dB level when applying an input signal of 
300 mV,,,. It can be concluded that harmonic distortion can be limited by paying 
attention to the specified maximum input voltage. In addition to the specifications 
* CLC520, Comlinear Corp., Fort Collins, CO 80525, USA 
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Table Э.1 Specifications of two TGC-boards. Parameters mar­
ked with an asterisk are adjustable. 
I 
* Bandwidth (-3 dB) 
'Max. amplification 
Overall amplification range 
" Max. input voltage (PeakPeak) 
Max. amplification settling time 
Board 1 
25 MHz 
56 dB 
80 dB 
250 mV 
20 ns 
Board 2 
45 MHz 
47 dB 
80 dB 
250 mV 
20 ns 
given in table 3.1, the noise figure of the cascaded VCA's was measured at 0 dB 
amplification. The RMS value was 0.53 mV, when the input lead was grounded by 
50 Ω. 
The quality of the analog part of the board is critically dependent on any cross­
talk (interference) from the digital control circuits. For this reason the output voltage 
of the digital-to-analog converters (DAC's, see figure 3.4), supplying the steering 
voltage to the VCA's, is low-pass filtered (-3 dB cut-off at 4.85 MHz). Measure­
ments revealed a suppression of the cross-talk from the digital circuitry by 12 dB 
resulting in a worst case interference signal (at change of all bits) of 15 mV
w
 at the 
output. Moreover, by using a correct clock-skew setting (i.e., a software selectable 
delay between sampling clock and clock signal supplied to TGC-board), the inter­
ference can be completely removed from the sampled RF-signal. 
The timing control (i.e. trigger delays, clock skew) and the coefficient memory 
(containing the 8 bit amplification coefficients) are accessible through a VMEbus 
interface (Fig. 3.4). The relation between an amplification coefficient written into the 
coefficient memory and the actual amplification of the amplifier is shown in 
figure 3.5. The sequence of amplification coefficients is derived from the data 
displayed in figure 3.5 while specifying the desired time dependence of the ampli­
fication. For instance in case of the liver an attenuation coefficient of 0.5 
dB/cm-MHz could be accounted for in the subcutaneous tissue layers and e.g. 
0.3 dB/cm-MHz within the liver. In principle any time dependency of the amplifica­
tion can be installed. Moreover, when applying a sampling frequency up to 50 MHz, 
amplification may be adjusted for each individual sample. 
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Fig. 3.5 Measurement of amplification versus amplification coefficient (value of 0 to 
255) for board 1. Dotted line: gain factor in dB (left scale), dashed line: 
absolute gain factor (right scale). 
3.6 MAXBURST; A 40 MHZ ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTOR 
3.6.1 Introduction 
When sampling a full scan of RF-data, an Analog-to-Digital convenor (ADC) with 
a sampling frequency up to 40 MHz and a memory capacity of 1 MByte is required 
as discussed in section 3.2. However, commercially available ADC's satisfying these 
requirements are relatively expensive and can, generally, not be integrated in a 
computer system. As an alternative, only a limited part of the scan (the ROI) could 
be sampled as is done in an earlier prototype of the system [9]. This would, however, 
not allow selecting a different part of the scan after the examination of the patient 
has been completed. 
The MAXburst module designed in this project, utilizes the special properties of 
an echographic B-mode scan. Here, the RF-signal to be sampled is feed to the ADC 
not as a continuous flow, but as bursts of relevant data. Each burst contains the RF-
data of one single scan-line corresponding to that part of the scan-line which is being 
imaged. Between these bursts there is a time interval caused by the repositioning of 
the transducer and by the trigger delay (i.e., the delay between the first sample of the 
scan-line and the first sample of that part of the scan-line which is being imaged). 
Now, the data bursts are acquired into a local fast buffer memory and during each 
time interval, the acquired data is transmitted from this buffer memory to a large 
storage memory. Due to the high speed MAXbus it is possible to transfer the data 
from the MAXburst to the storage memory rapidly enough to do without a large, and 
therefore expensive, buffer memory. 
Although specially designed to acquire echographic B-mode scans, this module 
can be used in any application were bursts of data are to be acquired at high 
sampling frequencies. 
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3.6.2 Description 
The operation of the MAXburst module is controlled by two external events. Each 
event generates a trigger signal; 1) a frame trigger (FT) is the trigger signal 
indicating the beginning of a new image frame and 2) a line trigger (LT) is the 
trigger signal indicating the beginning of a new scan-line. The latter trigger signal is 
derived from the transducer transmission pulse. 
The LT trigger signal triggers a delay counter (Fig. 3.6). After a preset trigger 
delay the actual acquisition of the RF-data begins. The analog RF-data is amplified 
by a high bandwidth transimpedance amplifier and passed to a high speed flash 
ADC. The binary data stream from the ADC is written into the buffer memory until 
a preset line length is reached. The acquisition then stops and, after a short 
synchronization delay (SI in figure 3.6), the sampled data is transmitted from the 
buffer memory onto the MAXbus. A second synchronization delay, S2, completes 
this sequence. Until a preset frame length is reached, a next sequence can be started 
on reception of a LT trigger signal. 
Successive sequences can partially overlap (Fig. 3.6) as long as the acquisition 
phase of the (n+l)* sequence does not overlap the MAXbus transmission phase of 
the n" sequence. The minimum time between two successive line trigger signals, 
TLT, (i.e., the maximum MAXburst throughput) can be calculated from: 
Γ„.= " * _ ? ί _ + 8 1 + 5 2 (3.2) 
''s KWÜOmf 
where Ν = number of input samples (i.e., the line length), 
F
s
 = sampling frequency, 
Л
Ш к и
 = transmission rate of the MAXbus (i.e., 10 MByte/sec), 
51 = 0.6 μίκ, 
52 = 8/Fj. 
The settings of the trigger delay, the line length, the frame length and the 
sampling frequency are software controlled. By means of the VMEbus interface these 
settings are programmed into the corresponding on-board control registers. The 
maximum value for the trigger delay and the frame length is 65536 samples, while 
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Fig. 3.6 Timing diagram of the MAXburst module. 
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Fig. 3.7 The add-on system developed in this project. 
the size of the buffer memory (i.e., the maximum value for the line length) is 
16 kByte. The sampling frequency (generated by a local crystal clock oscillator) is 
programmable from 5 MHz to 40 MHz in steps of 5 MHz. 
3.7 DISCUSSION 
An add-on system has been developed (Fig. 3.7), based mainly on standard 
commercially available hardware. The various components are connected by standard 
industrial busses. The two specially developed boards both comply with to the 
specifications of these busses. The connections between the system and the echo-
graphic scanner are simple and straight forward. 
In future echographic equipment, more and more digital electronics will be 
applied. Special Digital Signal Processing (DSP) circuitry will replace all analog 
electronics except for the direct front-end (i.e., the generation and reception of the 
sound pulse). RF-signals and B-mode images will be available in digital format. 
Then, the add-on system developed in this project can be integrated in these "digital" 
scanners. The components already available in the scanner are utilized when feasible, 
and boards not available in the scanner can easily be added because standard 
hardware was used. Because of these features, the additional costs will be relatively 
low. In this way quantitative analysis and image processing may become an integral 
part of echographic equipment. 
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Abstract 
An objective measure (Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio) quantifying the detectability 
of lesions in echographic images was employed. This measure was used to determine 
the performance of digital speckle reduction filters, which were applied to computer 
simulated ultrasound B-mode images. One linear (mean niter) and two nonlinear 
filters (median and Z -^mean filters) have been investigated. A comparison was made 
between fixed and adaptive versions of these filters. The influence of the size of the 
filter window on the Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio was systematically investigated. 
Also, the effect of the shape of the filter window is illustrated. The difference in 
performance of the linear and nonlinear filters was found to be small. Adaptive filters 
did not perform significantly better than fixed filters. The maximum improvement of 
lesion detectability was in the order of 40 percent. The choice of a correct window 
size was critical. For all types of filters, an optimum window size appeared to be 
present in the curves relating the Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio to this size. 
Key words: adaptive filtering; B-mode images; lesion detectability; speckle 
reduction filters; ultrasonic speckle. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the essential limitations of echographic imaging is the speckle formation 
[1] due to coherent summation of backscattered signals by the receiving transducer. 
The detectability of lesions (i.e., tumors) within the parenchymal tissue of an organ is 
greatly disturbed by this spatial speckle noise. Moreover, the granular appearance of 
B-mode images due to this speckle noise conceals fine details, such as the structural 
characteristics of the microanatomy of tissue, and therefore reduces the ability of a 
human observer to resolve fine detail [2]. Although present day echographic equip-
ment may incorporate several new techniques (e.g., high frequency transducers and 
spatial compounding [3]) to reduce this speckle noise, digital image processing still 
may prove to be crucial for enhancing image quality and thereby the diagnostic 
potential of medical ultrasound. 
When addressing the clinical question of improving the detection of the presence 
of a focal lesion within an organ, two approaches may be considered. First, local 
image parameters can be obtained from the original B-mode image and displayed in 
a 2-dimensional fashion, thus creating a new image. This "parametric" image may 
reveal abnormal regions which are invisible within the original image. Verhoeven et 
al. [4], for example, demonstrated the Signal-to-Noise Ratio to be an imaging 
parameter with the potential to reveal isoechoic lesions. Secondly, when restricting 
the detection problem to lesions that differ in mean echo level, speckle reduction 
techniques might also be used. These techniques employ two-dimensional spatial 
digital filters to suppress the speckle noise of the original image and potentially also 
of a parametric image. In this way, a better visual contrast between normal 
background tissue and abnormal regions may be obtained. 
4.2 
Speckle reduction filtering 
Linear filters (e.g., mean filters) are considered to be inadequate for the 
improvement of lesion detectability because of their poor performance in the 
presence of multiplicative (i.e., signal dependent) noise such as speckle noise [5,6]. 
Therefore, nonlinear filters (e.g., median filters) are the main topic of interest in the 
field of speckle reduction. Echographic images not only contain speckle patterns, 
representing the parenchymal tissue, but also specular reflections, outlining 
anatomical structures, represented by relatively high gray levels. To preserve this 
edge information, which could be important to the medical doctor in his detection 
task, adaptive filters are used. The operation of these filters depends on the local 
image properties. The size of the filter window [5] or the setting of the filter 
parameters [7] are not fixed for the complete image but vary depending on local 
signal and noise statistics. In this way, lesion detectability is enhanced by reducing 
the speckle noise and anatomical information remains undisturbed by preserving the 
spatial resolution. 
One of the main problems when employing an image processing technique is 
assessing its performance. Extensive psychophysical studies, under well defined 
conditions, are required to assess exactly the improvement obtained [8]. Because this 
time-consuming method is not really applicable to the process of developing new 
techniques, we decided to use the Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio [13,16]. This 
measure, which can be directly calculated from the image, yields an objective and 
quantitative means for establishing the quality of an image processing technique 
when faced with the problem of detecting a lesion in a noisy background. The 
Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNRL) in fact describes the performance of an ideal 
observer [14], that is, an observer who does not add internal noise to the detection 
task. Although human observers may not be ideal observers, their performance is 
proportional to that of an ideal observer [9,10]. Therefore, the Lesion Signal-to-
Noise Ratio is also a good indication of the performance of medical doctors. 
While assessing the SNRL technique, the effects of some elementary speckle 
reduction filters were investigated. Linear and nonlinear filters, both adaptive and 
non-adaptive, were applied to linearly encoded and log-compressed echographic B-
mode images. The quantitative assessments were carried out by using images 
obtained by computer simulations. Also, the effect of variable filter sizes when 
applying these filters was studied. The usefulness and the limitations of theSNRL 
technique and of the applied filters are discussed. 
4.2 TEST IMAGES 
The investigated digital filters were applied to computer simulated images. These 
images were generated by a simulation package developed at the authors' laboratory. 
The simulations were carried out in 3-D space and yielded realistic B-mode images 
[11,12]. The transducer was focussed at 8 cm and had a diameter of 13 mm, a 
central frequency of 3 MHz and a -6 dB bandwidth of 1.55 MHz. The simulated 
tissue did not attenuate and point scatterers were randomly distributed in 3D-space 
with a number density high enough (approximately 10 scatterers in the resolution 
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Fig. 4.1 Example of a computer simu- Fig. 4.2 Gray level histogram of simu-
lated homogeneous test image lated homogeneous test ima-
(5000 scatterers/cm3). (trans- ge. 
ducer positioned at the left 
side; horiz. = axial direction) 
cell) to produce fully developed speckle [11]. The B-mode image was of a linear 
scan derived around the focus and covered a 4 4 cm 2 area. The axial and lateral 
speckle dimensions, characterized by the Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) of 
the auto covariance function (ACVF), are 0.4 mm and 2.4 mm, respectively. An 
example of a simulated image of a homogeneous piece of tissue is shown in 
figure 4.1 while figure 4.2 shows the corresponding gray level histogram, which 
approximates fairly well to a Rayleigh p.d.f. Besides linearly encoded images, log-
compressed test images were also generated. Log-compression is often employed to 
Fig. 4.3 Example of log-compressed Fig. 4.4 Gray level histogram of log-
homogeneous test image. compressed homogeneous 
test image. 
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ΔΡ 
P1 P2 
Fig. 4.5 Schematic drawing of a cross-section of a circular lesion in homogeneous 
background tissue (P1, mean amplitude level in background; P2, mean 
amplitude level in lesion; ΔΡ, contrast; D, lesion diameter). 
reduce the dynamic range of the echographic signals to match the lower dynamic 
range of the displaying devices. The log-compressed counterpart of the image in 
figure 4.1 is shown in figure 4.3 while figure 4.4 shows the corresponding gray level 
histogram. 
The central part of the simulated image, i.e., a disc of 1.0 or 1.8 cm diameter, 
could be modified in backscattering level independently of the surrounding medium 
(Fig. 4.5). In this way, images containing a circular hypo- or hyperechoic lesion (left 
image in figure 4.8) of known position and size could be obtained. These B-mode 
images were visualized and processed using a 256 256 pixel, 256 gray level image 
memory. 
4 3 LESION SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 
When the lesion covers a circumscribed area and has a signal level S2 that is on 
average different from the signal level S, of the surrounding background tissue, 
where S is some function g(P) of the echo amplitude P, the Lesion Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio is defined as [13,14]: 
SNR, 
°І2+°І.1 
(4.1) 
where o^· is the variance of S] over the lesion area of the background 0=1) or 
lesion (J"2). In this paper, g(P) is taken to be proportional with Ρ for linearly 
encoded B-mode images, and proportional with log(P) for log-compressed B-mode 
images. 
This SNRL exactly specifies the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [9] 
measure d„, which is the perpendicular distance from the ROC curve to the origin in 
the normal deviate space [15]. d
a
 corresponds to the area under the ROC curve, A , 
where the ROC is plotted on probability scales. A„ and therefore also SNRL, 
summarizes the ROC unambiguously, even when the two variances, σ^, and о
і д
, 
are unequal [15]. It should be mentioned that the definition in Eq. (4.1) strictly 
holds for Gaussian noise. The validation of the probability density function of the 
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pixels summed over the lesion area (i.e., 5, or S2) is discussed in section 5.6. 
When applying this Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio to echographic images, the 
relation of the statistical lesion area parameters to the pixel statistics (i.e., first order 
gray level parameters) and to the spatial statistics (i.e., second order gray level 
parameters) have to be derived. For a lesion that is large compared to the correlation 
length (i.e., to the speckle size) and that can be characterized by a uniform weight-
ing function (Fig. 4.5), i.e., g(P) independent of the position in the image, we find 
[16]: 
<5 2 >-<S,> = <£(/>2)>-<£(Я,)> (4.2) 
and 
A 
where AL = lesion area, 
A
c
 = area under the normalized autocovariance function, 
C5(0,0) = two-dimensional autocovariance corresponding to Sj. 
Since C/0,0) equals the pixel gray level variance аг
рп
 where ρ refers to pixel 
statistics, the Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio for echographic images follows from 
inserting Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) in Eq. (4.1): 
SNRL =
 SV г> SK l)
— (4.4) 
V(°Í.2'"0í,l)i4<r/4t1 
Replacing <£(/*,)> by the mean gray level in the background tissue, μ,, and 
<g(P2)> by the mean gray level in the lesion, μ2, this formula simplifies to: 
SNR L = * - * 
Π—~ 
\jap,2 + ap.l * 
^ (4.5) 
The Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio can be subdivided into three separate factors 
each describing a different property of the image: 
SNRL = CL S N R ; y[M~ (4-6) 
where 
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C, M2-M1 
stands for lesion contrast, 
L = -¡ (4.7) 
s»:. h?. «»> 
*p 
Н^
а\л 
quantifies the pixel Signal-to-Noise Ratio, that is, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio over all 
pixels, and 
M = ^ - ÁL (4.9) 
Л. D_ D_ 
in which the area under the normalized two-dimensional autocovariance function, 
At, is replaced by the product of the widths of the axial, Da, and lateral, Da, one-
dimensional cross sections through the autocovariance function. This separation of 
factors is allowed for a plane wave condition, i.e., near the focal region of the 
sound field. 
Because A
e
 is considered to be a parameter describing the area of the speckle 
correlation cell [13,17], M in fact is a measure describing the number of speckles 
contained within the lesion area. Furthermore, in general, M describes the number 
of independent information sources (grains) contained in the lesion area. 
4.4 SNRL DETERMINATION 
To determine the SNRL of the lesions in the original test images and in the 
filtered images, a Signal Specified Exactly experiment [9] was simulated. In such an 
experiment, the shape and the position of the lesion signal are know exactly. The 
question to be answered is whether or not this signal is present and with what degree 
of certainty. 
The SNRL was calculated by determining its three components, as shown in 
Eq. (4.6), separately. Both the lesion contrast, CL, and the pixel Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio, SNR*, can be determined from the images using simple first order statistics. 
The mean and variance are calculated over the gray-level values belonging to the 
lesion area and to the background area, respectively. Then, using Eqs. (4.7) and 
(4.8), the lesion contrast and the pixel Signal-lo-Noise Ratio are calculated. 
The third component, M, was determined using the 2-dimensional ACVF: 
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С
«#Л " т Л г Σ Σ Wx^-VI-inx+ijtO-vi <410> 
with Ι ι" I < N
v
 \j I < N¡ where (NvNt) the horizontal and vertical number of 
pixels, respectively, 
V = mean gray level of the pixels. 
Both the speckle size (short correlation length) and the lesion area (large correlation 
length), after filtering, were quantified by this function. The speckle size and lesion 
area before filtering were exactly known because they resulted directly from the 
input parameters to the simulation package [11,16]. 
Several measures can be extracted from the AC VF to assess the area size: 1) the 
full width at half maximum (FWHM) [10]; 2) the area under the AC VF as far down 
as 10% of the maximum (Area); and 3) the distance between the first zero crossings 
on both sides of the peak (First Zero). Although these three measures are highly 
correlated, experimental studies revealed that the Area measure was the best one to 
use. First Zero was quite inconsistent, and the FWHM measure was more sensitive 
to small, noise-like, disturbances in the ACVF. 
4.5 FILTERS 
4.5.1 Fixed niters 
The linear filter evaluated in this paper is the spatial mean filter. This filter 
replaces the gray level of each pixel in the image by the average gray-level value of 
the pixels in a predefined neighborhood around that pixel. When denoting the 
coordinates of the pixel by (x,y), the following relation applies: 
Щх,у) * v = ¿ Σ rç«.'") <411> 
N
 «мое* 
where V is the original and W the new gray-level value, R(x,y) is the set of 
coordinates of pixels in the neighborhood of the pixel (x,y), including (x,y) itself, 
(i.e., the filter window) and N is the total number of pixels in the neighborhood. 
Two nonlinear filters were evaluated. The first filter, based on order statistics, is 
the median filler. This filter replaces the gray level of the central pixel in the filter 
window, R, by the median of the gray level histogram. The median of N obser­
vations, for an odd N, is given by: 
W(x,y) = med(V) =
 в
.
ц
 (4.12) 
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where V( = V(n,m) forali (n,m)ER(x,y), 
N = 2{+l,and 
V(j) = the i-th order statistic [6] (i.e., the i-th smallest pixel value inside the 
filter window). 
The second filter is a nonlinear means filter generally defined by [18]: 
Щх,У) = Г 
Σ a(n,m)f{v(n,m)) 
(л.лоея 
Σ
 û("'m) 
(njn)€R 
(4.13) 
where fiV) = a function characterizing the filter, 
a{n,m) = a data-dependent coefficient, which is a set of constant weights. 
We employed the L2-mean filter, where fiV) = V2 and a(n,m) = 1. This filter can be 
shown to be based on the maximum likelihood estimator of a constant signal 
corrupted by multiplicative Rayleigh noise [19]. It is given by: 
Щ*>У) = щ. = 
Ι Σ ^»."0 (4.14) 
4.5.2 Adaptive filters 
All three filters were applied both in a fixed and adaptive filtering technique. Two 
major groups of adaptive filters are applied in image processing applications. One 
group of adaptive filters automatically adjusts the filter window dimensions. The 
window size depends on the local image properties, whether it is an edge or a homo­
geneous region. An example is the adaptive K-N(earest)-N(eigbour) filter [20]. This 
filter takes the mean value from all pixels in a filter window whose values are close 
to the value of the central pixel: 
Σ a(n,m)V(n,m) 
W(x,y) = ("'">ej? 
Σ
 a (" ' m ) 
<n.m)EJt 
(4.15) 
where a(n,m) = 1, if | V(r,y)-V(n,m) | < C , 
a(n,m) = 0, if | V(x,y)-V(n,m) \ >C, 
С depends on some image property [5,20]. 
The concept of adaptive filtering applied in this paper can be described by the fol­
lowing general formula: 
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Fig. 4.6 The output of an adaptive filter. W, is the weighted summation of the 
output of the two filters applied to the input image, V (K, weighting factor). 
И"(*о0 = ¿AT,(xj)-W1(xO') (4.16) 
where L = number of normal fixed filters, 
W'(xoO = output of the adaptive filter, 
W,(*o0 = output resulting from the fixed filter operation of filter i, 
Kt(.x>y) = result of the local image analysis in a region around pixel (xj) 
applied to filter i , 
L 
Σκμ,γ) = 1. 
In fact, the output of the adaptive filter is the weighted sum of the outputs of the 
individual normal filters. When restricting the number of filters to two (Fig. 4.6), 
Eq. (4.16) simplifies to: 
W'(x,y) = tfCcoO-W.Ccy) + (l-tfUoO^CxoO (4.17) 
When employing a lowpass filter (e.g., a mean filter) and a highpass filter, the 
weighting factor, K(x,y), allows adaptive emphasis of the low frequency component 
(smooth areas) or the high frequency component (edges and other sharp transitions) 
of an image. Even further simplification is obtained when replacing the output of the 
highpass filter by the original gray level V(x,y): 
W'(w) = K(x,y)-V(.xy) + (l-Ar(JCy))-W(;r,y) (4.18) 
The weighting factor can be chosen in such a way that the new pixel value equals 
the old pixel value in areas with edges and abnormal texture (K(xy)=l) and takes 
the value resulting from the normal filter in regions with homogeneous texture 
(K(xy)=Q). In this way, maximum speckle reduction is achieved in areas with homo­
geneous texture (at the cost of reduced spatial resolution in these areas) while the 
outlining of anatomical structures is not blurred (by preserving the original spatial 
resolution in these areas). Examples of a fixed mean filtered and of an adaptive mean 
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Fig. 4.7 Example of a clinical B-mode image [left] with blood vessels (A, 
artery, and A', vein), an inhomogeneous region (B) and two types of 
tumours (C and C') and its fixed [middle] and adaptive [right] mean 
filtered counterparts (radial = axial direction). 
filtered clinical B-mode image are shown in figure 4.7. 
In this paper, the weighting factor, K(x,y), is chosen to be a function of the first 
(local mean) and second (local variance) moment of the local gray-level histogram 
[71: 
K(x,y) vars(V) усу) 
var(V(*oO) V
r 
(4.19) 
where V(x,y) = local mean, 
vai(V(x,y)) = local variance of all pixels in the neighborhood of pixel (x,y), 
V
s
 and var
s
(V) estimates of the mean and variance, respectively, in a 
homogeneous region, 
γ = a scaling factor (γ=1 ) chosen in such a way that K(x,y)e {0,1 ). 
Alternatively, the estimation of vart(V) can be omitted when substituting the 
relation between аг( (д:,у)) and V(x,y) based on Rayleigh statistics, which holds in 
the case of fully developed speckle [21]: 
K{x,y) V(x,y) V y- ' (1.91)-2 
var(VCtoO) 
(4.20) 
Although not included in this study, higher statistical moments could also be 
included in the weighting factor, resulting in an even better separation of edge areas 
and homogeneous regions [22]. 
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4.5.3 Filter window size 
In most applications square filter windows are used. This results in equal blurring 
of an image in the horizontal and vertical directions. However, in echographic B-
mode images, correlation lengths, as well as resolution, are different for horizontal 
and vertical directions (i.e., different axial and lateral speckle sizes and different sizes 
of the point spread function of the echographic imaging system). Because the filter 
windows should contain equal amounts of information in both directions, we decided 
to use filter-window dimensions proportional to the dimensions of the speckle cell. 
This results in a filter window that contains fewer pixels in the axial direction as 
compared to the lateral direction. The visual effect is demonstrated in figure 4.8, 
where two large mean filters with the same total number of pixels in the filter 
window, but with different window shapes, are applied to a computer simulated 
image containing a central lesion (see section 4.2). 
4.6 RESULTS 
In this section, the results of the SNRL analysis are presented. The nonadaptive, 
i.e., fixed, filters are mutually compared. Also, a comparison with their adaptive 
counterparts is made. Both the SNRL and its three separate factors are studied as a 
function of the size of the filter window. The trends in these factors will show the 
specific limitations of each filter and may indicate where improvement of the filter 
performance can be obtained. 
4.6.1 Histogram of integrated lesion signal 
As discussed in section 4.3, the SNRL measure as defined in Eq. (4.1) only holds 
when the probability density function (PDF) of the integrated signal over the lesion 
area does not significantly depart from a Gaussian. When integrating the speckle 
noise over the lesion area, a large number of speckle contributions is averaged and 
Fig. 4.8 Original computer simulated image containing a hypoechoic (+5 dB) lesion 
[left] and mean filtered images using a square shaped window [middle] 
and a rectangular shaped window proportional to the speckle size [right] 
(horiz. = axial direction). 
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Table 4.1 Results from the %2-test for a Gaussian PDF and the PDF of the 
mean gray level of a lesion area. (Significance level = probability of 
corresponding PDF's) 
Lesion I Signif. 
(mm2) 
3.0 
6.3 
12.5 
Area 
(speckles) 
3.1 
6.5 
13.0 
(pixels) 
105 
225 
450 
Dimension 
(pixels) 
7x15 
15x15 
30x15 
level 
0.33 
0.85 
0.83 
when the central limit theorem is applicable, the resulting PDF should be approxi­
mately Gaussian. To confirm this and to determine the minimum lesion area for 
which the approximation holds, the histogram of the mean gray level of a lesion area 
(i.e., the summated pixel values divided by the number of pixels) was determined for 
different sizes of the lesion area (Fig. 4.9). Each histogram was calculated by 
averaging the histograms of 512 independent (i.e., nonoverlapping) areas of 
homogeneous tissue. Α χ 2 "goodness-of-fit" test [23] was applied to the resulting 
histograms and the PDF of a Gaussian distribution. From this test, it appeared 
(Table 4.1) that the histogram of the areas containing 105 pixels (i.e., 3.0 mm2) was 
still significantly different from a Gaussian, while the histogram of the 225 pixel 
(i.e., 6.3 mm2) area already fitted to that of a Gaussian PDF as is shown in 
figure 4.10. The area of the lesions used in the remainder of this paper induces 
therefore a Gaussian PDF. 
4.6.2 Fixed filters 
The fixed filters described in section 4.3.1 were applied to computer simulated 
echograms containing a 3 dB hyperechoic lesion with a diameter of 10 mm (i.e., an 
area of 79 mm2). This +3 dB contrast of the lesion with respect to the background 
corresponds to the low contrast condition as in [16]. Rectangular filter windows were 
used with an aspect ratio of 2:5 pixels (i.e., 2:1 expressed in the dimensions of 
speckle cells). The Lesion Signal-tc-Noise Ratio was determined as a function of the 
size of the filter window. Figure 11 shows the results for window sizes ranging from 
an area equivalent to about 2 speckle cells to an area equivalent to 70 speckle cells 
(the SNRL of the original image can be found in table 4.2). The same filters and 
window sizes were also applied to log-compressed computer simulated echograms. 
The resulting SNRL is shown in figure 4.12. Both figures show similar trends for all 
three filters. A peak in the SNRL is clearly noticeable for filter window sizes just 
below the lesion size. Larger and smaller window sizes both result in nonoptimal 
filters. Only a small difference in performance between the three filters is apparent. 
As might be expected, the Lj-mean filter gives the best performance while the 
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Table 4.2 The Lesion Signal-to-Noise Ratio, and 
its components, of the non-processed 
(linearly encoded and log-compressed) 
B-mode images. Lesion area: 79 mm2. 
J S N R J 
M 
I SNRL 
Linear 
0.34 
1.35 
81 
4.1 
Log 
0.10 
3.65 
4.2 | 
median filter suiprisingly gives the poorest. When applied to log compressed images, 
the difference in performance is even less. 
Not only the SNRL, but also its three components, as defined in Eqs. (4.7) to 
(4.9), were investigated separately. Because the difference between the three filters is 
marginal, only the results for the mean filter are presented here. The original values 
for the unfiltered B-mode image can be found in table 4.2. The lesion contrast 
(Fig. 4.13) decreases with increasing window size while the pixel signal-to-noise 
ratio (Fig. 4.14) increases with increasing window size. Over the range of window 
sizes investigated, both components change over a factor of four. Therefore, the 
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Fig. 4.9 Histograms ol the mean gray-
level (i.e., summated pixel 
values divided by the number 
of pixels) of a lesion for lesion 
areas of 105, 225 and 450 
pixels. 
Fig. 4.10 Probability plot for a Gaussian 
PDF (drawn line) and the PDF 
of the mean graylevel of a 
225 pixel lesion area (aste­
risks) showing a good fit. 
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Fig. 4.11 SNRL versus window size for Fig. 4.12 SNF\ versus window size for 
linearly encoded B-mode ima- log-compressed images, 
ges. Lsize: lateral window size 
in pixels; N area of window in 
speckle cells. 
overall effects of both these components cancel out. M, representing the amount of 
information contained in the lesion area, increases with increasing window size 
(Fig. 4.IS) until a saturation level is reached at the larger window sizes. 
4.6.3 Adaptive filters 
The fixed filters described in section 4.S.1 were replaced by their adaptive 
counterparts (as described in section 4.5.2). The performance of the adaptive filters 
was investigated in a manner described in section 4.6.2 and compared to the 
performance of their nonadaptive counterparts. Again, the mean niter is taken as a 
representative example. 
Figure 4.16 shows a comparison between the SNRL of the adaptive and fixed 
mean filters. The adaptive filter does not perform significantly better than the fixed 
filter. Only for larger windows sizes (window size £ lesion size), the SNRL of the 
adaptive filter stays above that of the fixed filter and it does not drop back to its 
UJCKTBAÏT η v n c o w I 
unmurrw лхаплвш 
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Fig. 4.13 Lesion contrast, CL, versus Fig. 4.14 Pixel signal-to-noise ratio, 
window size (fixed mean fil- SNR^ versus window size, 
ter). 
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Fig. 4.15 Number of speckle cells con- F«9- 4-16 SNI\ versus window size for 
tained within the lesion area, ' i xed (dashed curve) and 
M, versus window size. adaptive (solid curve) mean 
filters. 
initial value as the fixed filter does. 
When we compare the individual components (Figs. 4.17 ... 4.19), we notice a 
decreased dependency on the filter window size for the adaptive filters. The increase 
of M and SNR', and the decrease of CL, as function of the windows size are less 
for the adaptive filters as compared to the fixed filters. These effects can be 
explained when we take into account that adaptive filters preserve the spatial 
resolution. Because of this property 1) less information is transferred between the 
lesion area and the background area when parts of the filter window are both over 
the lesion area and over the background and 2) the lesion boundaries are better 
preserved, thus preventing expansion of the lesion area. 
4.7 DISCUSSION 
The fixed mean and median filter perform equally well, although the median filter 
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Fig. 4.17 Comparison of lesion contrast Fig. 4.18 Comparison of pixel signal-to-
between fixed (dashed curve) noise ratio between fixed 
and adaptive (solid curve) (dashed curve) and adaptive 
mean filter. (solid curve) mean filter. 
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Fig. 4.19 Comparison of number of speckle cells con-
tained within the lesion area, M, between 
fixed (dashed curve) and adaptive (solid cur-
ve) mean filter. 
was anticipated to give better results. The L2-mean filter performs slightly better, 
especially for larger filter windows. There is no significant difference in performance 
between fixed and adaptive filters. However, this study was only aimed at the 
detection of an abnormal region in a homogeneous background. Preservation of 
anatomical information and of spatial resolution, the main advantage of adaptive 
filters, were not taken into account. For human observers, preservation of anatomical 
information could be important for their detection task. This may depend on the 
tissue being investigated. Crawford et al. [8] presented a clinical study where an 
adaptive filter improved the lesion visibility in liver tissue in 33% of the cases but 
only in about 8% of the cases for breast tissue. 
The choice of a correct filter window size is critical. The optimal window size 
appears to be dependent on the lesion size. Therefore, it is advisable to apply a filter 
technique with an adaptive or adjustable window size when the dimensions of the 
structure to be detected are unknown (i.e., a multiscale approach is to be advised). In 
addition, the window size should be adapted to the depth range of the analyzed tissue 
region, because of the systematic change of speckle size with the distance to the 
transducer [11]. 
When applying the optimal window size, an improvement in SNRL by about 40% 
was found when applying the Lomean filter. This is equivalent to stating that by the 
processing a lesion (tumor) of a two times smaller area (Eq. (4.6)) can be detected 
than without processing (1.4=y^)- This improvement is related to the smoothing 
(i.e., low-pass filtering) caused by the filter operation. The influence of this filtei 
operation on the lesion size is different from that on the speckle size, which cause: 
the increase of the parameter M with increasing window size (Fig. 4.15). Thiî 
explains why the SNRL increases by 40%, while, in the low contrast case, almost nc 
increase was found by imaging the intensity (i.e., the square of the echo amplitude] 
as compared to imaging the amplitude in the paper by Thijssen et al. [16]. 
The optimal size for the filter windows found in this paper is somewhat smallei 
Λ π 
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than the size of the lesions. Literature (e.g., about matched filters [24]) would suggest 
the optimal window size to be equal to the size of the lesions. However, we applied 
rectangular filter windows while the lesions in our test images had a circular shape 
(as most often found in clinical images). Applying circular filter windows, although 
more optimal, would introduce a computational complexity which does not seem 
justifiable to the authors. 
The speckle size is approximately equal to the point spread function (PSF) of the 
transducer, only in the focal zone and beyond [25]. Therefore, only this region of a 
B-mode image can be used to determine the factor M (and the SNRL) by dividing 
the lesion area by the area of the speckle cell. 
Although it does not take into account the preservation of anatomical information, 
the SNRL is a helpful tool when developing speckle reduction filters. It provides a 
useful means of quantitatively accessing the performance of a filter technique, thus 
preventing the need for extensive psychophysical studies. 
Finally, besides the SNRL, two further characteristics may be worth considering 
when qualifying the performance of a speckle reduction filter. First, a parameter 
describing the preservation of spatial resolution may be needed as described above. 
Second, the computational effort needed to perform the filtering may be relevant. For 
example, a long time delay induced by the filtering would hamper the clinical 
acceptance of the filter. 
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IMPROVEMENT OF LESION DETECTION BY ECHOGRAPHIC 
IMAGE PROCESSING: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO IMAGING 
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Title: Improvement of lesion detection by echographic image processing: Signal-to-
noise-raiio imaging. 
Authors: J.T.M. Verhoeven, J.M. Thijssen and A.G.M. Theeuwes 
In: Ultrasonic Imaging 13, 238-251. (1991) 
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Abstract 
Signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) images were constructed by a sliding window 
technique. Theoretical derivations of the first order statistical properties of SNR 
images are given for the case of intensity coding of the original images for low 
number densities and for the limit case of fully developed speckle. The original 
images were obtained by realistic simulations of backscattering by homogeneous 
media, while using a range of number densities of the scatterers (isotropic scattering). 
The SNR imaging method is illustrated by results obtained from simulated scattering 
media containing a lesion that is contrasting in the reflectivity level or in the number 
density of the scatterers. A considerable improvement in lesion detection is obtained 
if the primary difference from the background speckle is due to a different number 
density of the scatterers within the lesion. 
Key words: Acoustic speckle; B-mode echography; echographic image processing; 
lesion detection; lesion signal-to-noise ratio; scattering; speckle; signal-
to-noise-ratio imaging. 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The texture of echographic images of scattering media is characterized by 
"speckle". The phenomenon of speckle formation is due to the relatively narrow 
bandwidth of the transmitted ultrasound pulses (i.e., "quasi monochromatic" pulses) 
and the coherent summation at reception of the echoes by the transducer [2]. The 
theory behind speckle formation was elaborated in the field of statistical optics, 
applying to laser light [5]. It can be shown that the speckle caused by a sufficiently 
high number of scatterers within the sampling volume (resolution cell) is "fully 
developed". In consequence of this limit condition, many quantitative characteristics 
of speckle texture can be derived. First of all, the grey level histogram, i.e., the first 
order pixel statistics, approaches a Rayleigh probability distribution function. This 
p.d.f. can be characterized by a single parameter: the mean, whereas the mean over 
sigma (signal-to-noise ratio, SNR) becomes 1.91. The second order statistics of the 
speckle texture can be summarized by the 2-dimensional autocorrelation function 
(ACF), which, due to the asymmetry of the resolution cell and, therefore, of the 
speckle cell, has to be separated into an axial and lateral ACF. The latter operation is 
allowed only if plane wave propagation of the ultrasound is present, which holds 
approximately true in the focal zone of the sound field. Wagner et al. [19] derived 
analytic formulas for both ACF's. It appeared that in the case of fully developed 
speckle, not only the SNR, but also the speckle ACF's are independent of the charac-
teristics of the scattering medium. The latter are determined by transducer 
performance and geometry. The proportionality of the dimensions of the speckle cell, 
as expressed by the ACF's, to those of the focal 2-D resolution cell (or point-spread-
function, p.s.f) of the transducer was investigated by Thijssen and Oosterveld [17]. 
In summary, fully developed speckle implies that the SNR and the ACF's are in-
dependent of the number density of the scatterers (i.e., the number of scattering 
structures per volume unit) in the medium; the only statistical parameter that remains 
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dependent on this density is the mean grey level: a proportionality of the echo 
amplitude to the square root of the number density. The clinically important question 
under which conditions and in which way the speckle texture does change was 
addressed by Thijssen and Oosterveld [16] and Oosterveld et al. [11]. These authors 
investigated these changes quantitatively by realistic 3-D simulations and showed that 
due to beam diffraction and focussing, even in the case of fully developed speckle, 
the statistics are considerably dependent on the depth range of the region of interest. 
Moreover, the simulations were employed to systematically investigate the quantitat-
ive effects induced by low number densities of the scatterers. The SNR increases 
from 1.0 to 1.91, whereas the axial and lateral ACF's decrease by 20 and 35 percent, 
respectively, when the number density increases from resolvable scattering to 
densities producing fully developed speckle. The mean amplitude increases as pre-
dicted by theory. These observations can be supported by the theoretical work by 
Jakeman [7] and Cardoso [3] on the first and second order statistics at sub-Rayleigh 
densities. Jakeman [7] worked out the K-distribution as a generalization for the case 
where the number of scatterers in the resolution cell is governed by a binomial 
distribution. 
The clinical consequence of these dependencies of speckle characteristics on the 
number density is that the mean grey level of the B-mode images is the optimal para-
meter to detect differences, or changes, in number density. If, however, the scattering 
strength would change inversely with the number density due to some pathological 
condition, the mean grey level would remain constant. Either the SNR or the ACF 
might still reveal the density changes. Since the relative change of the SNR with 
number densities is large [11], this parameter should be preferred for a quantitative 
assessment. In addition, the algorithm to calculate the SNR is much simpler and, 
therefore, faster than that of the ACF. A further reason to estimate the SNR applies 
in case of diffuse parenchymal diseases: the common way of operation of echo-
graphic equipment is to adjust the amplifier gain in order to obtain a mean grey level 
of the echographic display to which one has become used to. This way of operation 
is often necessary to compensate for losses in subcutaneous layers, but of course is 
detrimental to the detection of changes in the mean echo level of the investigated 
organ. In the detection of focal lesions within an organ (e.g., metastatic tumours), 
both the mean amplitude and the SNR might be relevant for the detection. Kamachi 
et al. [8] found that liver carcinoma of 1 cm diameter was hypoechoic, but was 
isoechoic at a size of 2 cm. Other authors [6,14] remarked that liver metastases can 
be hypo-, iso- or hyperechoic depending on the size, staging and type of primary 
tumor. Smith et al. [15] worked out the detectability of a lesion with a different echo 
level. They employed the concept of "lesion signal-to-noise ratio" and derived a 
formula in which both the mean, the pixel SNR and the "speckle cell" dimensions 
relative to the lesion dimension were incorporated. Thijssen et al. [18] analytically 
derived the lesion SNR for various postprocessing regimes of the echograms. They 
confirmed the theoretical optimality [15] of the display of the echo intensity as 
compared to the echo amplitude. The authors showed that in case of logarithmic 
compression of the amplitude data (commonly implemented in echographic equip-
ment), postprocessing taking the square of this logarithmic compressed amplitude 
data is optimal (high contrast case). The enhancement of the lesion SNR by any of 
the postprocessing methods is, however, marginal. 
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Improvement of the lesion signal-to-noise ratio might be expected from nonlinear 
speckle reduction techniques. Bamber et al. [1] applied a modified mean filter 
method to suppress the speckle in B-mode images. This filter either assigns the mean 
value of a window to its central pixel, preserves the original grey level, or uses a 
combination of these two. The algorithm contains a function which is dependent on 
both the SNR and the variance of the grey levels in the window. This adaptive mean 
filter was termed an "unsharp-masking" filter by the authors and it results in a 
remarkable speckle smoothing in regions with a homogeneous texture (speckle) and 
without specular reflectors while preserving the contours due to strong refelectors. 
Mailloux et al. [9] constructed a filter based on the Mahalanobis distance between a 
prescribed grey level histogram and the local histogram of each window. They used 
the filter to construct a new image which was subsequently subjected to a segmenta­
tion procedure based on a clustering technique. 
Neither of these latter two authors did specifically address the problem of lesion 
detection, which is the primary aim of the present paper. The SNR method 
employed is mathematically rather simple. Moreover, because the standard deviation 
of the local grey level histogram is the denominator of the SNR, it might be 
expected that a reasonable edge preservation is involved as well as a smoothing of 
the speckle. In addition to a theoretical derivation of the first order statistics of the 
SNR-images the method is investigated by using speckle images obtained by realistic 
3-D simulations [11] of echograms from homogeneous and isotropically scattering 
media. The lesion contrast corresponding to a contrast either in reflectivity or in 
number density is employed to illustrate the method. 
5.2 STATISTICS OF A SPECKLE IMAGE 
The generation of a speckle image from a homogeneously scattering medium can 
be described as a random walk in two dimensions [2,5]. It can be shown that the 
first order statistics of an image displaying the envelope (i.e., the length of the 2-D 
vector) is governed by a Rayleigh p.d.f. in the limit case of a high number density 
of the randomly scattering medium ("fully developed speckle"). 
ftp) = Ee->lr», p7*0 (5.1) 
Φ 
where ρ is the magnitude of the backscattered pressure, 
φ is dependent on the signal power. 
The mean (first moment) and variance (second central moment) of these so-called 
point (or pixel) statistics are given by: 
* M - «, - •Î (5.2) 
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*1(Ρ-μρ21 = <ζ - і(г-і\ (5.3) 
Then the "point signal-to-noise ratio", defined as the mean over the standard 
deviation, is a constant: 
SNR s LL = 1.91 (5.4) 
As is well known [5,15,21], the p.d.f. of the intensity image for fully developed 
speckle is given by the exponential function: 
2ф 
/>0 (5.5) 
where / is the power of the backscattcred pressure. 
The mean and standard deviation of this density are both equal to φ : 
μ, = σ, = φ (5.6) 
So the point signal-to-noise ratio becomes: 
SNR,= 1 (5.7) 
In case of a relatively low number density of scatterers, i.e., sub-Rayleigh 
statistics, the exponential p.d.f., Eq. (5.5), no longer applies to the intensity image. 
Jakeman [7] described an integral formula (which was developed by Pusey [13]) and 
derived an expression for the second normalized moment. This latter expression can 
be used to obtain the point signal-to-noise ratio of the intensity image which, for the 
case that the fluctuations in the number density can be neglected, simplifies to: 
SNR, = 1+. <a*> 
Ψ<α2>2 
ід 
(5.8) 
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where a is the scatterer strength, 
Ϋ is the total number of scatterers in a sampling volume. 
Introducing the scatterer number density, л, and the sampling volume, V„ yields: 
-1/2 
(5.9) 
And when investigating a medium containing scatterers with identical scattering 
characteristics: 
SNR,= [ ΐ + £ ] " β ( 5 1 0 ) 
where к is a constant. 
These equations (Eq. (S.8 ... 5.10)) indicate the opportunity to estimate either the 
scattering characteristics, or the number density if one of the two is changing due to 
a pathologic condition. In general, the combined effect can be assessed, although it 
is conceivable that the changes in к and л in Eq. (5.10) cancel out. This effect 
would be similar to the growth of a lesion which appears isoechoic in a conventional 
B-mode image. 
5.3 STATISTICS OF A SNR IMAGE 
The SNR image is obtained from the original speckle image by calculating the 
local point signal-to-noise ratio in sliding windows and assigning this value to the 
central pixel of its corresponding window. For convenience, the window will be 
considered to be a rectangle, where both sides comprise an odd number of pixels 
(K,L). When denoting the new variable of the SNR image by rt ¡, where (i, J) 
denotes the coordinates of the central pixel of a window and (k, I) denote the local 
spatial coordinates within individual windows: 
r = ì± (5.11) 
s
, 
'4 
where 
SNR, = 1+- <a*> 
nV.<a2>7 
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Since a homogeneous tissue is involved, there is no particular reason to maintain any 
order in the summations over the window area. Therefore, the total number of pixels 
may be considered only: 
pjw - ^Σ>.>) ( 5 1 4 ) 
where 
N = KL 
The latter two equations in fact are the definitions of the mean and the variance of a 
sample with length N of the random variable, p. It can be shown [20] that, starting 
trom the random walk model for the rf-data, the expectation values of these 
parameters are: 
*foj = n. 
Ni 2 
φ * ί (5.16) 
Ж1<1 - <É - ф[2-* (5.17) 
Hence, the variables are unbiased estimates of the underlying speckle statistics. 
In order to be able to determine the statistics of the SNR image, the precision of 
the sample statistics has also to be considered. Because of the assumed homogeneity, 
the indices (ι, ƒ) will also be omitted from now on. It can be shown [10,20]: 
°f = ^ (5.18) 
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_2 1 ( N-Ъ 4 (5.19) 
where (fourth central moment) 
μ<(ρ) - «ΐ(ρ-μ,)Ί (5.20) 
For a Rayleigh p.d.f. where 
(4-π)2 
μ4(ρ) - " (32-3π2) (see Appendix, A.6) (5.21) 
we find: 
o?. Η 8-12π+3π
2
 8+4π-2π2' 
(4-π)2|_ ¿VCiV-l) AM 
(5.22) 
The expectancy and the variance of a function g(X,Y) of two random variables X 
and Y, can be found by Taylor series expansion of g(X,Y) expanded about (μ,, ц^ 
[10,12]. With gÇC,Y)-X/^Y, we find: 
*M/F) Ц Ì U 1 1 
_ 2 _ + І . — _ — аг(У) -_L—І—со (Х,У) 
ϊ/μ~ W ^ T 2μ,ν^ 
(5.23) 
var(X//F) = -Lvar(X) + І І І аг(У) - üïLcov(X,Y) (5.24) 
μ> 4
ш
3 
μ> 
The first order statistics of the SNR image can be obtained by substituting ρ and 
i/ for X and У, respectively. Denoting the pixel value of the SNR image by 
ΛΓ 
ς в 
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yields: 
ц 
1 + 3 if. 
8 Ν
σ
; 
N-Ъ 4 1 1 ,- г, 
COv(p,s,) 
Чс) 
(5.25) 
аг(г) = — ι ι μ, 
Ν 4 Ν
σ
' 
Ρ 
-*!±A-h. 
* ~ л м Ч # 0 О'-1') (5.26) 
where 
cov(p,s,2) - 1«Ίί> 3) - ¿ « f a ) £!/>*) + 4 ^ ^ ί ( s e e Append«. A.4) 
N N Ν 
and μ4 as deñned in Eq. (5.20). 
FOT an indication of the statistics of the variable r in the case of fully developed 
speckle, we first neglect the covariance (assuming independent mean and variance of 
the speckle statistics) and insert the pixel statistic parameters (Eq. 5.16 ... 5.22)) of 
the Rayleigh p.d.f.: 
W[r) = 1.91 
1 
1+. 
m 
1, 
var(r) - _ 1 +_L(1.91)2 
N • 
инк*·) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
Ommiting the terms of 1/N of the order of 2 and higher in equations (5.27) and 
(5.28) (included in 0(1/N2)) yield: 
Z[r) - 1.91 
var(r) » 
N 
3.04 
N 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
The signal-to-noise ratio of the SNR image then equals: 
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Ν 
The exact value of the covariance in the considered case of a Rayleigh p.d.f., 
which is derived in Appendix A, equals: 
cov(p,sp) 
- 2, <£π-3 
Ν 4-π\ 
π (5.32) 
4-π 
Insertion of Eq. (5.32) in Eq. (5.25) and Eq. (5.26) yields: 
* lr) «1.9ΐ | ΐ + ° ί £ | (5.33) 
var(r) = i ! £ (5.34) 
N 
and 
SNR
r
 = JÑ 1 . 4 0 + ° ^ | (5.35) 
N 
The p.d.f. of the SNR-image is an asymmetrical one, just like the original 
Rayleigh p.d.f.. Examples are shown in the next section. 
5.4 APPLICATION 
The relevance of the SNR imaging method is to be found in the enhancement of 
the contrast of lesions with low, or even absent, grey level contrast (relative echo-
genicity). Computer simulations were performed by using a simulation package 
developed at the authors' laboratory. The simulations were carried out in 3-D space 
and yielded realistic B-mode images [11,16,17]. The transducer was focussed at 8 cm 
and had a diameter of 13 mm, a central frequency of 3 MHz and a -6 dB bandwidth 
of 1.55 MHz. The simulated tissue did not attenuate and point scatterers (flat 
spectrum) were randomly distributed in 3-D space with a number density of 
5000 cm"3 which corresponds to approximately 10 scatterers in the resolution cell. 
The B-mode image was derived around the focus and covered a 4 times 4 cm2 area, 
an example is shown in figure 5.1 together with the grey level histogram. The SNR 
S in 
Signal-to-noise-ratio imaging 
equals 1.98, i.e., fully developed speckle is present 
The SNR image was calculated by a sliding window technique, window size 
S times 15 pixels, which corresponds to 2 times 1 the speckle dimension in the axial 
and lateral directions, respectively. The SNR value of every window was taken as the 
new magnitude of the central pixel and the window then shifted over a distance 
corresponding to one pixel, etc. The SNR image obtained from figure 5.1 is shown in 
figure 5.2. The coding of the gray levels was chosen in such a way that the range of 
SNR values (0.5 ... 6.5) was contained in the 64 available grey levels, as is to be 
seen in the histogram of figure 5.2B. 
The effect of increasing the window size, i.e., increasing the number N in 
Eqs. (5.33) to (5.35), is investigated by increasing the window size to 7 times 21 
pixels (corresponding to 4 speckle cells) and to 10 times 30 pixels (correspondig to 8 
speckle cells). The histograms arc shown in figure 5.3A/B. The predicted values of 
the first order statistics of the SNR images and those obtained from the simulations 
are summarized in table 5.1. Instead of the number of pixels for each window size, 
N, the number of speckles is inserted in the formulas (33 through 35). This latter 
number was calculated by division of the number of pixels by 37, the effective size 
of the speckle [11] for a 3.5 MHz transducer. This factor is 23 for the 5 MHz 
transducer. The correspondence between the calculated and simulated data is rather 
good, which supports the theory developed in this paper. 
The central part of the simulated image, i.e., a disc of 1.8 cm, could be modified 
in scatterer density and/or in backscattering level independently of the surrounding 
medium. In this way, the image displayed in figure 5.4A was simulated such that the 
number density of scatterers in the central disc was 10 times lower (i.e., 500 cm"3) 
than that of the surrounding area while increasing the scattering amplitude level by 
DENS.-5000/CM3 
A В 
Fig. 5.1 (A) Simulated B-mode image, number density of scatterers 5000/cm3. 
Linear scan from left to right (in all B-mode images). (B) Grey level 
histogram of (A). 
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SNR-IMAGE;5x15 
mean: 
2.730 
rms error: 
0.834 
0,5 
signal/noise ratio: 
3.275 
В 
Fig. 5.2 (A) SNR image of the B-mode image in figure 5.1A, window 5 times 5 
pixels. (B) Grey level histogram of (A). 
the square root of 10. This resulted in an isoechoic lesion. Figure 5.4B shows the 
corresponding SNR image, in which the lesion is clearly visible as a hypoechoic 
region in the center. 
Of course, in order to achieve a real improvement of lesion detection, any gray 
level contrast corresponding to a deviating scattering level, i.e., echogenicity in the 
original B-mode image, should be maintained. To this end, the same window 
technique was also applied to the B-mode image, which method is equivalent to a 
mean filter [4]. This has the advantage that the spatial characteristics of both kinds of 
images to be combined are identical. The SNR image was inverted before the 
SNR-IMAGE;7x21 SNR-IMAGE; 10x30 
mean: 
2.419 
rms error: 
0.552 
signal/noise ratio: 
4.382 
mean: 
2.083 
rms error: 
0.347 
signal/noise ratio: 
5.998 
0,5 1,5 2,5 3,5 4,5 5Д 6,5 0,5 1,5 2,5 3.5 4,5 5,5 6,5 
В 
Fig. 5.3 (A) Grey level histogram of SNR image constructed from B-mode image, 
window 7 times 21 pixels. (B) Same as (A), window 10 times 30 pixels. 
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Table 5.1 Statistical parameters (of grey level histogram) for simulated SNR Image 
and obtained by calculation. Number of pixels, N„ and number of speckle 
cells, N,, In sliding window. 
3.5 MHz transducer 
N
' N. 
Ι
κ 
I ° r 
В SNR, 
75 
2 
SNR 
image 
2.76 
0.03 
0.86 
0.03 
3.23 
0.09 
formula 
2.56 
0.95 
2.66 
150 
4 
SNR 
image 
2.45 
0.03 
0.56 
0.03 
4.42 
0.15 
formula 
2.24 
0.68 
3.26 
300 | 
8 | 
SNR 
image 
2.25 
0.02 
0.38 
0.02 
5.99 
0.21 
formula U 
2.07 В 
0.48 | 
4.29 | 
5 MHz transducer 
% 
N. 
μ, 
σ, 
SNR, 
75 
3.3 
SNR 
image 
2.73 
0.01 
0.69 
0.04 
3.99 
0.20 
formula 
2.30 
0.75 
3.08 
150 
6.6 
SNR 
image 
2.54 
0.01 
0.50 
0.03 
5.07 
0.26 
formula 
2.11 
0.53 
3.95 
300 | 
13.2 | 
SNR 
image 
2.42 
0.01 
0.39 
0.03 
6.23 
0.38 
formula I 
2.01 [ 
0.37 
5.35 
summation to the mean filtered B-mode image, which resulted in the combined 
"echo-amplitude/SNR image" shown in figure 5.5. It is evident that the SNR process­
ing has yielded a considerable contribution to the detectability of the isoechoic 
lesion. In case of a hypoechoic lesion, the summation of the SNR image should have 
been done without the grey scale inversion. A study is being performed at the 
authors' laboratory to devise a method that incorporates a decision mechanism. As an 
alternative, it would be possible to generate two images, with and without prioi 
inversion of the SNR image. 
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Fig. 5.4 (A) Simulated В mode image as in figure 5.1A, containing an isoechoic 
central lesion, diameter 1.8 cm, with number density of 500 cm3. (B) SNR 
image of (A), lesion visible as hypoechoic region. 
5.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Signal-to-noise-ratio imaging proves to be a parametric imaging technique with the 
potential to improve the detectability of lesions which differ from the background in 
number density of scatters. The main application of this technique is therefore the 
detection of isoechoic tumours. These tumours, which are hardly visually perceptible 
because of the absent grey level contrast in the original B-mode image, may be 
detected in the SNR image when the number density of scatterers in the tumour 
tissue is different from that in the surrounding tissue. 
Fig. 5.5 Combined B-mode/SNR-image. 
s.u 
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Because the SNR parameter is insensitive to a gray level contrast caused by 
deviating scattering levels only, it is advisable to use the SNR image always in 
combination with the original or filtered (see chapter 4) B-mode image. These two 
images can be displayed separately or may be combined into a single tissue type (see 
section 1.2) image. 
The theoretical first order statistical properties of SNR images which are derived 
in this chapter, are validated by simulation experiments. The correspondence between 
the calculated values and those obtained from the simulations is good when the area 
of the analysis window is expressed in speckle cells. 
The SNR imaging technique was applied to computer simulated B-mode images. 
These images are of homogeneous pieces of tissue. Further research is necessary to 
determine the influence of inhomogeneities (i.e., blood vessels and tissue boundaries) 
present in clinical B-mode images. 
Appendix A 
Now 
cov(p,sf) « Wps^-Zlp)^ (A.l) 
' ΝΝ-\£ί 
(s ì 
P. 
ι 
Σ(ΡΓΡ)2 
ir1 Ρ 
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Substitution of Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) in Eq. (A.l) yields: 
cov(p,i/) = ±*Tp3} -2*{р}«Трг} +1&[р} 
N N Ν 
(Α.4) 
In case of a Rayleigh p.d.f. the first four moments are: 
g[p] - (2ф)1ДГ(3/2) - σ 
g{p2) ·2φΠ2) = 4o¿_L 
4-π 
π 
Τ=π" 
«lp3} = (2ф)мГ(5Д) = 6ο3, 
>J (4-π)3 
*Ü»4} - (2φ)2Γ(3) - 3 2 O ; L L T 
4-π 
Insertion of these moments in Eq. (A.4) yields: 
со (р-.,/) - ^ f i 
Ν 4-π·\ 
π 
4^π 
(Α.5) 
and 
ς Ί Α 
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μ4(ρ) = «Κρ-μ/J 
- _5і_(32-3те) 
(4-π)2 
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POTENTIAL OF FRACTAL ANALYSIS FOR LESION 
DETECTION IN ECHOGRAPHIC IMAGES 
Part of this chapter is based on the publication: 
Title: Potential of fractal analysis for lesion detection in echographic images. 
Authors: J.T.M. Verhoeven and J.M. Thijssen 
In: In press: Ultrasonic Imaging 
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Abstract 
The application of fractal analysis to parametric imaging of B-mode echograms 
and to differcntation of echographic speckle textures was investigated. Echograms 
were obtained from realistic simulations and from a clinical study on diffuse liver 
disease. The simulations comprised tissue models with randomly positioned scatterers 
in a 3-D volume in which the number density was varied over a range from 0.5 to 
25 mm'3. The clinical echograms comprised both normals and patients with liver 
cirrhosis. Three methods of estimating the fractal dimension were investigated, two in 
the spatial image domain and one in the spatial frequency domain. The results of 
these methods are compared and the applicability and the limitations of texture 
differentiation using fractal analysis is discussed. The main conclusion is that fractal 
analysis offers no obvious advantage over statistical analysis of the texture of echo-
graphic images. Its use for parametric imaging is further limited by the need to use 
relatively large windows for local estimation of the fractal dimension. 
Key words: B-mode images, echographic image processing, fractal analysis, 
parametric imaging, texture differentiation, ultrasonic speckle. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Analysis of echographic image texture has been applied in many clinical pilot 
studies. The analysis was based either on tissue-ultrasound interaction models of 
image formation [1,2,3,4,5,6,7], or on purely (first and second order) statis­
tical approaches [8,9]. The quantitative parameters involved, were to some extent 
dependent on the employed equipment. Moreover, the retrospectively performed 
studies involved a limited number of clinical cases. Therefore, it is still not possible 
to indicate with certainty the clinical impact of echographic image analysis. 
It has become clear from physical modelling of the ultrasound propagation and 
image formation, that image texture contains information about the physical charac­
teristics [10] and the spatial distribution [3,4,11,12,13] of the scattering 
structures within the tissue. Echographic image texture is dominated by speckle 
formation, which is due to the interference at reception of a great number of partially 
coherent backscattered echoes [14,15,16,17]. It has been shown in theoreti­
cal studies [18,19] and in simulation experiments [10,20] that the moments of 
the grey level statistics are systematically dependent on the number density of the 
scatterers. Moreover, structural patterns of the spatial distribution of scatterers are 
revealed by spatial and grey level modulations of the speckle pattern, i.e., yielding a 
particular image texture [21,22,23]. 
The scattering of ultrasound by parenchymal tissue is dominated by collagen-rich 
histological structures. Experimental studies of the backscattering by liver tissue 
indicated that possibly three dimensional levels are involved: cells, portal triads, and 
the (arterial) vasculature [24]. These are discrete dimensions of the order of 10 
μτη, 100 μπι and 1 mm or larger, respectively. From these characteristics, mainly the 
vascular tree is present in a large range of dimensions. The range of the imaging 
6.2 
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dimensions is two orders of magnitude: from 1 to 100 mm. The lower value corre­
sponds to the resolution limit of a 3.5 MHz transducer, whereas the upper limit is 
induced by the practical size of the region of interest (ROI). The aforementioned 
lower resolution limit applies to the axial direction. In the lateral direction the 
speckle dimension is up to five times larger. Therefore, any image analysis aimed at 
characterizing the speckle partem has to be performed in the two directions separa­
tely (i.e., one-dimensional analysis). However, also full two-dimensional image 
analysis may be used when characterizing the overall image texture. The conditions 
are further complicated by the change of - mainly the lateral - speckle dimension 
with depth [10]. Therefore, any analysis of the lateral texture characteristics should 
be adapted to the depth range involved. 
Recently, some papers have been published on fractal analysis of echographic 
images. The approaches used were based on the concept of fractional Brownian 
motion (fBm), either in the spatial domain [25,26,27], or in the frequency 
domain [28]. The analysis yields an estimate of the so-called Hurst coefficient 
(//), from which the fractal dimension can be calculated. Another approach of fractal 
analysis is based on the estimation of the Minkowski index (M) from a scale-space 
approach of image analysis [29,30,31]. Like before, the fractal dimension can 
be calculated from this Minkowski index. The application of these methods to 
medical echograms comprised very limited sets of patients in these papers, and were 
confined to relatively small ROI's. 
In this paper, a comparison is made of these three approaches of fractal analysis. 
In addition, the results are compared to those obtained by more conventional methods 
of image analysis. The material analyzed consists of computer simulated one- and 
two-dimensional echograms, as well as of liver echograms observed in normal 
subjects and in patients with a proven liver disease taken from a clinical pilot study 
[4-6]. 
6.2 FRACTALS 
6.2.1 Geometric model 
The basic concept of fractal models can be most easily explained by the "coastline 
of Britain" measurement as described by Mandelbrot [32]. The length, L, of the 
coarse coastline is measured by a one-dimensional yardstick of length λ,. The length 
is now the number of times we can place this yardstick along the coastline, Ν,(λ,), 
multiplied by the length of the yardstick 
L = Nfc) λ, (6.1) 
When we take a shorter yardstick of length λ,, we find a different number N2(k2). 
However, 
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Ν,(λ,) λ, * Nfa) λ, (6.2) 
This is because any yardstick skippes bays and peninsulas that are smaller than the 
yardstick itself. In general, the apparent length, L, will increase with decreasing 
length of the applied yardstick because smaller details are taken into account. 
The apparent length of the coastline is therefore dependent on the length of the 
applied yardstick, or, more in general, dependent on the applied resolution. We may 
demand the length L to be independent of λ by introducing a new dimension, DF. 
Now we demand: 
L = Ν,(λ,) λ?' •= Ν2{λ2) λ?' - constant <6·3) 
where DF = Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension. 
As a result: 
lnl 4<λ/ 
(6.4A) 
In 
In general, DF differs from the topological dimension, 7", (e.g., DF>\ for the one-
dimensional problem considered here) and does not have an integer but rather a 
fractional value; hence the more generally used term fractional, or fractal, dimension. 
This fractal dimension is not a fixed value but depends on the measurement problem, 
i.e., it is dependent on the roughness of the coastline in the problem considered here. 
In general, DF can be used to describe the roughness of a curve in a plane. 
This one-dimensional case can easily be extended from curves to surfaces and 
volumes. In the two-dimensional situation, the area of a surface is measured by a 
two-dimensional unity surface (with area λ2) instead of the one-dimensional yard­
stick. Again, we demand the area of the surface to be independent of the size of the 
unity surface. The fractal dimension for which this condition holds, is found from: 
In 
DF-
Nttâ 
NJfà (6.4В) 
In 
λΐ 
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Fig. 6.1 Example of the Intensity surface of a small region in a B-mode image. The 
Intensity of a pixel located in the XY-plane, is displayed along the vertical 
Intensity axis. -
When we regard the pixel intensities of an image as heights above a plane 
(figure 6.1), then the intensity surface of this image can be viewed as a rugged 
surface. The fractal dimension can now be used to quantify the roughness, i.e., the 
texture, of the image. In this way, it provides a scale invariant description of 
complex image textures. Therefore, it has the potential for image segmentation 
purposes and for lesion detection methods based on the detection of abnormal texture 
regions. 
6.22 Selfsimilarity 
An interesting aspect of true fractals is that they posses the property of self-
similarity. This means that every part of a curve (or surface) is similar to the curve 
(or surface) as a whole, except for a scaling factor. A curve defined by a function 
fir) is said to be self-similar with parameter Я if f or any ft>0 [28]: 
Дг+Дг) = Лг*Ш)-пг)
 ( 6 5 ) 
h" 
where r = distance, 
H = Hurst coefficient (We (0.1)). 
When we try to describe a real object as a fractal, this object is, in general, only 
selfsimilar in a certain range of scales (i.e., an object with finite size), whereas the 
fractal is selfsimilar on all scales. So we can expect the fractal dimension of a real 
object to be constant over a limited range only. 
6.23 Statistical fractals 
Natural fractal surfaces do not, in general, possess this geometric self-similarity 
described above. Instead however, they exhibit statistical self-similarity; that is, they 
are composed of distinct subsets each of which is scaled down from the original and 
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is identical in all statistical respects to the scaled original. This statistical self-
similarity is often referred to as self-affinity. An important, and well known, class of 
statistically self-affine fractals are the fractional Brownian functions [42,34]. 
6.2.4 Fractal images 
Pentland [33] has presented evidence that most natural surfaces are spatially iso-
tropic fractals and that intensity images of these surfaces are also fractals. 
Mandelbrot has demonstrated [32] that such fractal surfaces are generalizations of 
random walks and Brownian motion; that is, they result as a limit of processes that 
randomly modify local shape at each scale. This generalization, which is an expan-
sion of the ordinary Brownian motion, is called a fractional Brownian function (fBf); 
its properties are extensively described in [34]. 
Medical images typically have a degree of randomness associated with the 
characteristics of the underlying structures. The intensity surface of such an image is 
often viewed as resulting from a random walk in 2D space [26]. Therefore, in our 
fractal model, the texture of the intensity images, /(f), is considered to be modeled 
by a fractional Brownian function. In this case for all f and Af* the following 
relation holds: 
0ÍI(?+Ar)-I(r 
\ ΙΔ/Τ 
*
( f ) < y | * F ( y ) (6.6) 
where f = (x,y), position in 2-dimensional space, 
I = the intensity of pixel at position f, 
F(y) = a cumulative distribution function (typically a zero-mean Gaussian 
with unit variance), and 
H = the Hurst coefficient as defined above. 
For /ƒ=!£ we obtain the classical non-fractional Brownian motion [28,34]. 
For fractal images (i.e., physical fractals) it is required that [28]: 
1. each segment of the image is statistically similar to all other segments, and 
2. the properties of these segments are invariant to scale transformation. 
6J FRACTAL ANALYSIS 
The three methods for estimation of the fractal dimension studied in this paper are 
described below. Two of these methods, one estimating the Hurst coefficient (method 
1) and one estimating the Minkowski dimension (method 2), are carried out in the 
spatial image domain. The third method, also estimating the Hurst coefficient, is 
carried out in the spatial frequency domain. The relation between the two parameters 
resulting from these analysis methods, and the fractal dimension will be defined in 
the following sections. 
fifi 
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The two methods earned out in the spatial image domain are described in general for 
a full two-dimensional analysis. However, also a one-dimensional analysis (i.e., in 
axial and lateral direction separately) is used in this paper. For each of these two 
methods, the difference between a two- and a one-dimensional analysis will be 
indicated. 
6.3.1 Spatial domain 
Method 1: From Eq. (6.6), we can derive the following expression [28]: 
Е[[І(г*АГ)-І(Г)]2) * ÏArU2" s2 <6·7) 
where E = expectation, 
H = Hurst coefficient, and 
s2 = the variance of the distribution F(y). 
Taking the logarithm, we obtain: 
ln£( [/(f•AfW(r)]1 ] = 2Я In |Дг"| + 21n$ <6·8) 
The texture of an echographic image (i.e., the roughness of the surface of a fBf) can 
now be described by the parameter Η while keeping the variance s2 constant. When 
we define ¿J&f • \I(r*+AF)-Hf)\ then: 
1п£{Д/
А
2
,} - 2Я1п|ДП + constant (6-9) 
(It should be noted that \r\E[AI2
r
} cannot be simplified to 21η£(Δ/ΔΓ) as is done in 
[26]). 
From Eq. (6.9), the Hurst coefficient, H, can now be estimated using the follow­
ing procedure [33]. First, from the intensity image, the mean squared intensity 
difference, £(Δ/Δ2^, is calculated for various distances between two pixels, Ar. 
Second, the logarithm of E[AI*,} is plotted versus the logarithm of | Δ Γ | · An 
example of the resulting curve is shown in figure 6.3. Finally, the slope of this curve, 
which corresponds to H, is estimated by applying a linear least-squares method 
[35]. 
For practical reasons, the range of ΔΓ has to be limited between a minimum and a 
maximum value. The smallest "information grain" in an echographic image is the 
speckle cell [IS]. Therefore, the lower limit is set to the size of the speckle cell as 
expressed by the Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum of its autocovariance function [10]. It 
should be noted that this size is different in the axial and lateral direction. Therefore, 
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the lower limit is dependent on the direction of the analysis. In general, the upper 
limit is determined by the size of the organs or structures being examined. However, 
our test images, both the computer simulated images and the clinical echograms, are 
entirely of one homogeneous structure. Therefore, the upper limit is determined by 
the size of the image. To ensure sufficient data for the estimating of £{Δ/Δ,}, the 
upper limit was set a half the length of an image line. 
When applying a one-dimensional analysis, τ and Ar should be substituted for f 
and Ar, respectively. Here, r represents the position on either an axial or a lateral 
image line, and Ar represents the distance between two points along these lines. 
Method 2: A somewhat different approach is based on the "scale-space" filtering 
concept [36,37]. Scale-space filtering implies the convolution of an image with a 
kernel over a certain range of resolutions. It can be proven that a Gaussian kernel is 
optimal in preserving spatial signal characteristics [38] and for this reason the 
Gaussian kernel is used in this study. The width of the Gaussian kernel is expressed 
by its standard deviation value a
s
, and the convolution is written as: 
V(x,y,o
s
) - I{x,y)®G(xy;a
s
) 
= JJ/(C,Ti)G((C-;c),(Ti-y);a
s
)^Al (6.10) 
where I(x,y) is the original echographic image and 
G(xy;a
s
) = - — exp 
2πσ5 
(
 2 2Λ x*+y¿ 
2<ή 
(6.11) 
is the Gaussian kernel. c
s
 is used to vary the width of the kernel (i.e., vary the 
resolution) and is, therefore, referred to as "scale parameter". 
As quoted in [29], Minkowski developed a method for defining the area, A, of a 
(not necessarily smooth) surface in B?. For a smooth surface, and applying the scale-
space filtering concept descibed above, the following formula estimating the so-called 
Minkowski dimension, M, which is related to the fractal dimension, was obtained: 
U . r - ^ W (6.12) 
1η(σ.) 
where A(a
s
) = area of the intensity surface of the image after convolution with a 
kernel (i.e., of V(xy;a
s
) in Eq. (6.10)), 
o
s
 = standard deviation of the Gaussian. 
This relation is supposed to hold over a certain range of a
s
-values [29], although 
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Fig. 6.2 Example of the smoothing effect of method 2. From left to right, normali­
zed intensity surfaces of a region in a B-mode image after convolution with 
a Gaussian kernel with increasing scale parameter. 
Minkowski described a rigorous proof for the limit case of o
s
-»0 only. 
The Minkowski dimension can now be estimated by using the following proc­
edure. First, the image is filtered (as expressed in Eq. (6.10)) applying Gaussian 
kernels over a certain range of the scale parameter σ5 (figure 6.2 shows an example 
of the resulting intensity surfaces for three values of c
s
). Second, the areas, A(a
s
), of 
the surfaces spanned by the grey-levels of the filtered images are computed. For a 
two-dimensional image, the area of the surface spanned by the grey-levels in the 
image follows from: 
A(a
s
) = J J / Ï +VÎ(x,y;<3s)+VÏ(x,y;as)dxdy (6.13) 
where Vx(x,y;as) • _ , i.e., the first derivative with respect to x, and 
Эх 
Vy(x,y;os) is defined accordingly. 
Next, the logarithm of A(a
s
) is plotted versus the logarithm of the scale parameter, 
Oj, and the slope of the resulting curve is estimated by a linear least-squares method 
[35]. Finally, M is found by subtracting the result of this fit method from the topo­
logical dimension, T. Since the curve generally has a negative slope (the area, A(o
s
), 
increases with decreasing scale parameter because smaller details are taken into 
account), the Minkowski dimension will be found to be larger than the topological 
dimension. 
Because for real images the selfsimilarity property only holds over a certain range 
of scales (section 6.2.2), the curve is not a straight line (see figure 6.6). Both, for 
small values of the scale parameter (cs
s
—>0), where the filtered image approaches the 
original image, and for large values of the scale parameter (σ$-**>), where the 
filtered image approaches the mean value of the original image, the curve approaches 
a fixed value. Therefore, the fit of a straight line can only be performed over a 
limited range of the scale parameter. This range is centered around the bending point 
of the curve. 
с о 
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When applying a one-dimensional analysis, the surface A(a
s
) in Eq. 6.12 is the 
simple line integral over the samples in either the axial or the lateral direction. 
632 Frequency domain 
Method 3: A third possibility to estimate the fractal dimension is to consider the 
power spectrum of a fBf [33,39]. Given a ffif, B(r), a frequency representation 
was obtained by Hunt [34,40]: 
B(r2) -B(r,) = С ƒ(« 2"/r' -e *·^.)ƒ * - » dB(f) (6.14) 
о 
with frequency ƒ and С a constant. Although it is difficult to exactly determine the 
power spectrum of nonstationary random functions, like fBf s, it is suggested 
[34,41] from Eq. (6.14) that fBf s have a power spectrum proportional to ƒ"* with 
β = 2// + 1. 
Now, taking the Fourier transform of an echographic intensity image, the follow­
ing relation applies: 
ПЦг)) «ƒ.* ( 6 1 5 > 
with 
p = 2 H + l (6.16) 
and 9~= spatial Fourier transform, 
ft = spatial frequency, and 
r = either the χ or the y direction (for one-dimensional analysis in axial and 
lateral direction separately). 
Like before, the Hurst coefficient can now be estimated via regression in the 
logarithmic domain of &~[I(r)} over the spatial frequency, ft. However, Girding 
[28] showed with simulated fractal images that the linear relation in Eq. (6.16) only 
holds over a limited range of the values of H (He (0.1,0.8) ). 
6.3.3 Relation between the derived parameters and the fractal dimension 
Hurst coefficient. The fractal dimension, DF, can be found from the Hurst coeffi­
cient, H, by [28,42]: 
DF=T + l-H (6.17) 
where Τ = the topological dimension. 
Therefore, in case of a one-dimensional analysis of a 2-D image (i.e., analysis in the 
axial and lateral directions separately), the fractal dimension can be estimated from 
the Hurst coefficient by: 
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DF = 2-W (6.18) 
while in case of a full two-dimensional analysis the fractal dimension is given by: 
DF = 3-H (6.19) 
Minkowski dimension: Zähle [29] defined a general relation between the Minkow-
ski dimension, M, the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension, DF, and the topological 
dimension, T,: 
0 < DF < M < Γ+1 (6.20) 
Applying Eq. (6.17) and We (0,1) we find: 
Τ < DF < M < Γ+1 (6.21) 
6.4 TEST IMAGES 
The fractal analysis methods were applied to computer simulated echographic 
images and to clinical B-mode images of the liver. Both one-dimensional simulations, 
i.e., echolines rather than echo-images, and full 3-D simulations [43], yielding 
realistic 2-D (B-mode) images, were used. 
The one-dimensional images consisted of 64 lines of 1024 data points. Each line 
was divided in two, and each half represented different tissue. The left 512 samples 
were made by using a tissue model containing 50 scatterers per cm and the right 512 
samples by using a model containing 500 scatterers per cm. The mean amplitude 
level in both sides was made equal. 
The medium in the 3-D simulations consisted of a volume of non-attenuating 
tissue placed in the focal zone of a 3 MHz transducer (-6 dB bandwidth of 
1.55 MHz). The tissue consisted of randomly distributed point scatterers. The number 
density of scatterers (i.e., the number of scattering structures per volume unit) was 
100, 200, 500, 5000 and 25000 scatters per cm3, resulting in images with different 
speckle textures [10]. The B-mode image was derived by a linear scan around the 
focus and covered a 4x4 cm2 area. These simulated images were visualized and 
processed using a 512x512 pixel, 256 gray level image memory. The second order 
statistics of the one-dimensional simulated images using 50 and 500 scatterers per cm 
corresponded to that of the axial direction of the 3-D simulated images using 500 and 
5000 scatterers per cm3, respectively. 
The fractal dimension was also extracted from images of six healthy and seven 
cirrhotic livers. For each liver, five images were used. Each image consisted of 
approximately 72 scan lines of 65 mm of tissue. These images were obtained by 
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scanning different (independent) cross-sections of the same liver and were taken 
shortly after each other in one diagnostic session. The transducer geometry of the 
echoscanner (Sonoline 3000, Siemens Inc.) corresponded to that of the transducer in 
the computer simulations. 
6.5 RESULTS 
Applying all three methods, the clinical liver images were analyzed by a one-
dimensional analysis in the axial direction. Because the second order image prop­
erties in axial and lateral direction are highly correlated [10], only one direction was 
analyzed. The 3-D simulated test images were analyzed by applying a one-dimen­
sional analysis using methods 1 and 3, and by applying a two-dimensional analysis 
using method 2. In addition, a one-dimensional analyses using method 2 was applied 
to the one-dimensional simulated images. The results are presented below. 
6.5.1 Spatial domain 
Method 1: This method was applied to 3-D computer simulated test images and to 
clinical echograms of the liver. The simulations were of tissues containing various 
number densities of scatterers. For each number density, six independent images were 
simulated. The clinical images were of patients with a normal or a cirrhotic livers. 
For each patient, five images of different cross-sections of the liver were used. The 
fractal dimension of these images was estimated using a one-dimensional analysis in 
the axial direction. 
The mean Hurst coefficient resulting from the analysis of the simulated images 
together with its computed standard deviation (s.d.) is shown in table 6.1. In 
figure 6.3, an example of a graph of the logarithm of Ε{ΔΙ2
ΛΓ
] plotted versus the 
logarithm of Δτ is shown. Table 6.2 shows the results of the analysis of the clinical 
images. The mean Hurst coefficient for each patient (mean of the different cross-
Table 6.1 Mean Hurst coefficient, H, resulting from the analysis of simulated echo­
grams of tissues with various scatterer densities {method 1). For each 
density, six independent images were analyzed (n=6). 
— • — " — ' "' " ' • — 
scatterer density 
cm"
3 
100 
200 
500 
5000 
25000 
Η 
( I O 3 ) 
82 
70 
64 
69 
72 
s.d. 
(Iff3) 
12 
9 
8 
6 
10 I 
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Fig. 6.3 Example of method 1. The logarithm of E{AI2J plotted versus the loga­
rithm of ΔΓ for computer simulated images containing 500 scatterers/cm3 
(solid curve) and the fitted line (dashed curve). The fit procedure was 
performed over the indicated range (Rmin, Rm M). 
sections of one liver) and for each class (mean of all images within a class) is 
presented. Using the results presented in Table 6.2, no discrimination can be made 
between patients with healthy and with cirrhotic livers because the Hurst coefficients 
overlap. 
Method 2: This method, based on the scale-space filtering concept, was applied to 
one-dimensional simulations of tissue models containing 50 and 500 scatterers per 
cm. A one-dimensional analysis in the axial direction was performed. In this case, 
the surface Α{σ5) in Eq. 6.12 is the line integral over the samples. The resulting 
Minkowski dimensions (for each half of the simulation separately) are shown in 
Table 6.2 Hurst coefficient, H. of normal and cirrhotic livers calculated for each 
patient separately (5 images/patient) and for the normal and cirrhotic class 
as a whole (method 1). 
patient 
index 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
total 
healthy livers 
Η 
(•to') 
60 
88 
87 
70 
75 
67 
75 
s.d. 
6 
10 
7 
8 
6 
8 
13 
cirrhotic livers | 
patient 
index 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
total 
Η 
(•iff3) 
71 
64 
67 
73 
56 
87 
74 
70 
S.d. | 
(IO1) | 
12 
7 
6 
7 
6 
13 
9 
14 
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Table 6.3 Minkowski dimension, M, minus the topologi­
cal dimension ( 7 = 1) for the one-dimensional 
simulated echograms (method 2). 
scatterer 
density 
cm"
1 
50 
500 
M-T 
(10·') 
14.5 
11.6 
s.d. 
(•iff') 
0.43 
0.50 
table 6.3. The Minkowski dimension resulting from each analysis window individ­
ually was plotted versus its axial position. A window size of 64x64 samples was used 
and they were 32 samples apart, resulting in an overlap of 50%. Only the central 
window (number 16) was present both in tissue containing 50 and in tissue contain­
ing 500 scatterers/cm. The result is shown in figure 6.4. 
This method was also applied to the 3-D computer simulated test images of tissues 
with various number densities of scatterers. A full two-dimensional analysis was per­
formed. In this case, the function A(a
s
) is the area as computed numerically from 
Eq. (6.13). The results are shown in table 6.4 and in figure 6.5. In figure 6.6, 
examples of the graphs of the logarithm of A plotted versus the logarithm of σ5 are 
shown for two different scatterer densities. 
Finally, the clinical images were analyzed. Again, a one-dimensional analysis in 
the axial direction was carred out. The results of this analysis are shown in table 6.5. 
•ю-
3 
16 
16 
M 
(Μ-·η « 
12 
11 
10 
О 5 10 15 20 M 30 Эб 
WINDOW» 
Fig. 6.4 (M-T) versus position, #, of analysis window (T = 1). The vertical 
dashed line indicates the transition between the two tissues. The 
horizontal dotted lines indicate the mean values, the vertical bars 
specify the ±2s.d. ranges. 
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Table 6.4 Minkowski dimension, M, minus the topological dimension 
(7 = 2) for the computer simulated test images (method 2). 
scanerer 
density 
cm"3 
100 
200 
500 
5000 
25000 
M-T 
(10·5) 
160 
139 
121 
104 
103 
s.d. 
(•iff5) 
10 
6 
7 
3 
4 
BcatteroVcm ' 
Fig. 6.5 (M-T) versus scatterer density (T=2) . The vertical bars 
indicate the ±s.d. range (see table 6.4). 
k*(o.) 
Fig. 6.6 Example of method 2. The logarithm of the area. A, plotted 
versus the logarithm of os for computer simulated Images 
containing 100 and 25000 scatterers/cm3 (solid curve) and 
the fitted lines (dashed curve). 
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Table 6.5 Minkowski dimension, M, minus the topological dimension ( 7 = 1 ) of 
normal and cirrhotic livers (method 2). 
healthy livers 
patient 
index 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
| total 
M-T 
(10 3 ) 
12.8 
10.9 
11.5 
13.1 
12.3 
10.4 
11.8 
s.d. 
(•io1) 
0.8 
0.9 
1.1 
1.0 
0.9 
1.0 
1.3 
cirrhotic livers 
patient 
index 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
total 
M-T 
(•io1) 
14.3 
13.7 
15.3 
12.8 
15.9 
13.9 
13.5 
14.2 
s.d. 
(•iff1) 
1.3 j 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.2 
0.8 
0.9 
1,5 
6.5Л Frequency domain 
Method 3: The method in the frequency domain was applied to the computer 
simulated test images and to the clinical echograms. To determine the frequency 
spectrum a discrete fast Fourier transform (DFT) was used. The results of the, one-
dimensional, analysis are shown in table 6.6 and 6.7. 
6.6 DISCUSSION 
Comparing the results of the three investigated methods (when applying a one-
Table 6.6 Hurst coefficient, H, resulting from the analysis of simulated echograms of 
tissues which various scatterer densities using method 3 (frequency 
domain). 
scatterer density 
cm'
3 
100 
200 
500 
I 5000 
I 25000 
H 
(Ю3) 
34 
45 
50 
72 
65 
1 
(•ω-) 1 
15 
13 
20 
19 
ή 1ft 
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Table 6.7 Hurst coefficient, H, of normal and cirrhotic livers, calculated for each 
patient separately and for the normal and cirrhotic class as a whole, using 
method 3 (frequency domain). 
I healthy livers 
patient | index 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
total 
H 
(Ли*) 
56 
37 
73 
-9 
24 
12 
32 
s.d 
( I P 5 ) 
27 
24 
18 
27 
26 
21 
31 
cirrhotic livers 
patient 
index 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
total 
Я 
(•ία1) 
66 
39 
80 
52 
-11 
17 
74 
45 
s.d 
('IP') 
21 
28 
20 
16 
23 
18 
14 
34 1 
dimensional analysis), only the second method in the time domain, based on the 
scale-space filtering concept, shows potential for discriminating patients with healthy 
liven from patients with cirrhotic livers. The other two methods are not applicable, 
because the ranges of the Hurst coefficients found for patients with healthy livers and 
for patients with cirrhotic livers significantly overlap. 
When comparing the results of the three investigated methods applied to the 
computer simulated test images, again only the second method in the time domain 
shows potential for texture differentiation purposes in echographic images. Only the 
parameter resulting from this method (i.e., the Minkowski dimension) shows a 
systematic dependency on the number density of scatterers in the simulated tissues. 
The relation between the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension, DF, calculated from 
the Hurst coefficient, and the Minkowski dimension, M, defined in Eq. 6.21 was not 
confirmed by our experiments. We found the Minkowski dimension to be smaller 
than the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension (Λί=Γ, while D^T+I). Further investi­
gations are necessary to clarify this discrepancy. 
Method 1: Our study, both using computer simulated images and clinical liver 
images, produces no evidence that this method is applicable. Chen previously 
presented [26] promising results based on a limited set of clinical echographic 
images. In this method, it is assumed that the image texture can be fully described by 
the fractal dimension while keeping the variance in Eq. (6.7) constant. However, the 
converse is also applicable: describing the image texture by the variance while 
keeping the fractal dimension constant. Gärding [28] suggested that both parameters 
are needed to fully describe image texture modeled by a fBf. 
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Method 2: This method showed potential for classifying clinical liver images 
(normal versus cirrhotic) and for distinguishing between echographic image textures. 
To further assess its potential we applied this method to a computer simulated image 
of an isoechoic lesion (figure 6.7). This image consisted of background tissue 
containing 5000 scatterers/cm3 with circular lesion tissue containing 500 
scatterers/cm3 located in the center. A two-dimensional analysis was performed using 
32x32 pixel windows. The results are displayed in a two-dimensional fashion, thus 
creating a new parametric image (figure 6.8) where black represents a (M-T) value of 
80 103 and white of 140 103. This image clearly reveals the presence of a deviant 
image texture in the center of the original image. 
Method 3: Although some dependency of the fractal dimension on the investigated 
image texture is apparent, differentiation is not feasible because of the large spread in 
the results. This method requires a very accurate estimation of the power spectrum. 
Even using the computer simulated images (which consist of a regular speckle 
pattern), we were not able to achieve the required precision. Both, DFT's and Auto-
Regressive (AR) spectral estimation algorithm [44,45] were used for the estima­
tion of the frequency spectrum. Because of this inaccuracy, even positive slopes, 
resulting in a negative Hurst coefficient, were sometimes found (see Table 6.7). 
It is assumed that the fractal dimension of a scene dictates the fractal dimension in 
the echographic image of it. Pentland has shown [33] that this assumption only 
applies under restricted conditions. In this paper, we do not study this imaging 
problem. However, because we do not intend to exactly classify image regions but 
only try to segment regions with different textures, this should not be a major 
problem. 
of an isoechoic lesion (back- Minkowski dimension minus 
ground: 5000/cm3, lesion: the topological dimension (M-
500/cm3). 7). White corresponds to (M-
7)=0.14, black to (M-7)=0.08. 
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In this paper, the fractal dimension is used to quantify changes of the texture 
pattern in an echographic B-mode image that result from changes in the number 
density of scatterers in the tissue being investigated. However, the first (Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) [46]) and second (width of the autocovariance function 
(ACVF) [10]) order statistical parameters can also be used, which require less 
computational effort. These parameters appeared to change by a factor of the order of 
1.2 (ACVF) to 1.5 (SNR) over the range of scatterer number densities used in the 
present paper. The maximum result for the fractal analysis (method 2), as given in 
table 6.4, is similar to the result of the SNR analysis. However, the algorithm for 
calculating the SNR is more simple and more precise [46]. Therefore, smaller 
windows can be used and SNR imaging is to be preferred rather than imaging the 
fractal dimension (figure 6.8). If it would show that the fractal dimension is statisti­
cally independent of the other texture measures, it could still be employed in a 
multiparameter approach of tissue characterization. 
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APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS FOR THE 
CLASSIFICATION OF DIFFUSE LIVER DISEASE BY 
QUANTITATIVE ECHOGRAPHY 
This chapter is based on the publication: 
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Abstract 
Three different methods were investigated to determine their ability to detect and 
classify various categories of diffuse liver disease. A statistical method, i.e., 
discriminant analysis, a supervised neural network called backpropagation and a 
nonsupervised, self-organizing feature map were examined. The investigation was 
performed on the basis of a previously selected set of acoustic and image texture 
parameters. The limited number of patients was extended by generating additional, 
but independent, data with identical statistical properties. The generated data were 
used for training and test sets. The final test was made with the original patient data 
as a validation set. It is concluded that neural networks are an attractive alternative to 
traditional statistical techniques when dealing with medical detection and classifi-
cation tasks. Moreover, the use of generated data for training the networks and the 
discriminant classifier has been shown to be justified and profitable. 
Key words: Classification; diffuse disease; discriminant analysis; liver; neural 
networks; ultrasound. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasonic tissue characterization is investigated in the fields of both medicine and 
agriculture. An example of medical research is the detection of diffuse liver disease 
[1-9], while a possible agricultural application is meat quality grading [10]. Several 
acoustic and texture parameters can be extracted from echograms of the tissue on the 
basis of which characterization takes place [11]. Subsequent classification into one of 
a set of predefined classes requires a classifier, for which traditionally a statistical 
approach is chosen. In recent years, however, artificial neural networks have been 
shown to be a promising alternative [10,12]. 
An artificial neural network [13,14] is a system of highly connective but simple 
processing units, inspired by the architecture of the human brain. In contrast to 
classical discriminant analysis, which is limited to linear or quadratic separation 
functions [15], neural networks are capable of implementing nonlinear strategies. A 
neural network is trained by repeatedly presenting a set of training vectors to it. If 
during training for each vector, its classification is used as feed-back, the neural 
network is said to be supervised, else it is called unsupervised. 
In this paper, earlier work regarding the detection of diffuse liver disease [9] is 
extended by comparing three different classifiers. Apart from the statistical 
discriminant analysis method, the unsupervised self-organizing feature map as well 
as the supervised neural network with backpropagation have been investigated. The 
goal of the study was to find the classifier by which various disease categories can 
best be discriminated from a group of normals. For this purpose, a set of three 
acoustic and two texture parameters was selected for the classifications [11]. For 
each disease, the design and specifications of a semi-optimal network were 
determined experimentally [16]. 
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7.2 METHODS AND MATERIAL 
Patients who had undergone a biopsy were selected from the records of the 
Pathology Department. A normal echographic examination was performed, followed 
by another with the custom-made workstation (see chapter 3). Thirty-one patients 
with stable and known pathologic findings of the liver were examined. In addition, 
19 patients who underwent a biopsy during the study were examined. The interval 
between the biopsy and the echography in the latter group of patients was shorter 
than 6 months. For the first group, this interval, in general, was longer than 6 
months. Also, the data of a group of 13 patients suffering from acute hepatitis is used 
in this study. This disease was assessed by clinical symptoms and serology. The 
normal subjects in this study were healthy volunteers and patients who were referred 
to the echographic unit for clinical questions different from liver pathology and with 
no potential involvement of the liver. 
For an extensive description of the methods employed for data acquisition and 
analysis the reader is referred to previous publications [7-9,11]. The five parameters 
used in this paper have been chosen because they are not strongly correlated with 
each other [11] and have been shown to possess high discriminative capabilities [9]. 
However, in contrast to this earlier work, classification was performed on the basis of 
all five parameters, instead of application of the stepwise parameter selection method 
[15]. 
The selected parameters are the acoustic parameters β, α, and S, and the texture 
parameters μ and SNR. Parameter β represents the slope of the attenuation coef­
ficient determined with the quasi-multinarrowband method, where the linear 
regression line is forced to have zero intercept at zero frequency. The attenuation 
coefficient slope a, was determined with the same method as β, but the fit was not 
forced to have zero intercept. After correction of the data for the frequency 
dependent attenuation by using β [8], a single backscattering spectrum was calculated 
for each region-of-interest acquired. The slope of the linear regression line of the 
backscattering spectrum between 1.2 and 3.2 MHz is symbolized by S. The texture 
parameters used are derived by first-order statistical image analysis; μ represents the 
estimated mean grey level, whereas SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., the mean 
grey level value divided by the standard deviation of the grey level histogram. 
Four disease classes are to be discriminated against a normal population (NO, 
n=129). The first class are women with primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC, n=10). 
Patients with acute hepatitis (AH, n=13) constitute the next class. The third class 
consists of patients with alcoholic hepatitis/cirrhosis (AHC, n=ll ) . All patients with 
other types of hepatitis/cirrhosis (HC, n=29) are placed in the last class. Both, for the 
normals as well as for the patients, the parameters were corrected for age effects 
[17]. 
To ensure that a neural network classifies previously unseen data correctly, the 
training set must be sufficiently large which is not the case for the material described 
above. Each class has been extended to contain 1000 cases, using the optimal kernel 
estimated from the probability density function (pdf) of the original data [18]. Since 
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it can be shown [16] that all five parameters are approximately distributed according 
to a normal probability density function, the Barden kernel with a smoothing 
parameter й
э
»1.8218ол"ІЙ can be shown to be optimal for the estimation of the pdf 
of the data [18]. The new data were generated by making a random selection in 
Bartlett windows around the original parameters. In this way the correlations between 
the parameters of the generated data set are approximately equal to those of the 
original data set as can be seen in table 7.1. The mean values and standard deviations 
differed by less than one percent and five percent, respectively. For the disease 
classes, similar results were obtained. 
Further processing of the data is necessary for use with neural networks. 1) 
Scalling: all parameters are scaled separately, where the mean minus two times the 
standard deviation is projected onto 0.1 and the mean plus two times the standard 
deviation onto 0.9. Some of the information is lost in this procedure, but the 
influence of outliers is reduced. 2) Splitting: after scaling, three sets are constructed; 
the training set, containing 500 generated cases for each class, the test set, containing 
the remainder of the generated data completed with the — scaled — original data, 
and the validation set, consisting only of original data. The need for this three sets 
will be explained in sections 7.5 and 7.6. 
Discriminant analysis was performed using the individual within-group covariance 
matrices, resulting in a quadratic discriminant function [19]. Equal prior probabilities 
were assumed in the calculation of this function. The discriminant function was 
determined on the basis of the training set, while classification was performed on the 
validation set 
Table 7.1 Correlations between the selected parameters for the normal population 
after extension with generated cases. The correlations between the 
parameters before extension of this group are indicated between parenthe­
ses. 
β 
°ч 
s 
μ
Α 
<Χ| 
0.212 
(0.241) 
-
-
-
S 
-0.055 
(-0.063) 
0.132 
(0.129) 
-
-
μ
Α 
0.568 
(0.613) 
0.440 
(0.461) 
-0.075 
(-0.123) 
SNR Ι 
0.290 Ι 
(0.303) 
-0.137 
(-0.144) 
-0.425 
(-0.470) 
0.098 
(0.122) 
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7.3 SELF-ORGANIZING FEATURE MAPPING 
A feature map (Fig. 7.1) consists of a number of simple processing units, which in 
biological systems are called neurons. These processing units are arranged in an input 
layer and an output layer. The units in the input layer are fully connected to the units 
in the output layer, while between units in the same layer no connections exist 
Usually, the units in the output layer are organized in a two-dimensional grid, but 
other organizations are possible as well [13,14,21]. 
Training a feature map is done unsupervised, meaning that no classification 
feedback is required to train the network. The error that is to be minimized is given 
by 
Е(н-) - l ^ m i n J W - v J (7.1) 
^ в 
where ρ ranges over the training vectors and j over the output units, I... I represents 
the Euclidean distance function, w is the weight vector of unit / and v. is the 
currently presented training vector. A competitive training procedure is involved, 
which is based on the principle of similarity matching: the output unit whose weight 
vector is most similar to the presented input vector is declared to be the winner. The 
winning unit (index ƒ ) meets the condition 
V |v7.-vl<|iv-v| (7.2) 
Usually, the weight vectors are adjusted after presentation of a single, randomly 
drawn training vector, according to the rule 
АЯ
 Ш
Ы™? ХЩ- (7.3) 
;
 1 δ otherwise 
with η — the learning rate — controlling the speed of learning. The topological 
neighbourhood Л .^ contains all units being within a certain radius centered at the 
winning unit ƒ . The application of such a neighborhood function accomplishes the 
goal that the map organizes itself in a topologically preserving way. This means that 
vectors that are located closely in feature space have winning units that are located 
closely on the feature map. At the start of the training process the weights are set at 
random values, resulting in a totally disorganized map. To get a rough organization 
of the feature map, the radius of the neighborhood has to be relatively large. During 
training, however, the neighborhood's radius should decrease to allow the network to 
tune itself to the training vectors. Therefore, both the learning rate as well as the 
neighborhood radius are decreased linearly in time. 
Fig. 7.1 Possible architecture of a feature map, consisting of two units in the 
input layer and nine units in the output layer, with the input layer fully 
connected to the output layer. Weight vector w¡ consists of the two 
bold arrows. Grey units are within the circular neighborhood (radius 1 ) 
of the winning unit j ' (in black). 
After the map has been trained sufficiently, each unit in the output layer is 
classified. Although training the feature map itself is unsupervised, subsequent 
classification requires the vectors in the training set to be preclassified. The class that 
is assigned to a unit is equal to the class of the training vectors that have that unit as 
Possible back-propagation network, containing five units in the input 
layer, three units in its single hidden layer and two units in the output 
layer, with all successive layers fully connected. Weight w( has been 
drawn bold. 
Fig. 7.2 
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a winner most frequently. 
Of the multiple variations on the training procedure only one — the conscience 
mechanism — has been investigated by the authors. A description of this mechanism 
can be found in [20,16]. 
7.4 BACK-PROPAGATION 
A backpropagation network (Fig. 7.2) consists of units spread over an input layer, 
possibly some hidden layers, and an output layer. Between units in successive layers, 
weighted connections exist, which determine the function executed by the network 
[13,14,22]. 
Each unit has an internal state or activation level (a), depending on the input re­
ceived from units in a previous layer (x,), the associated weights of the connections 
(w„) and value of its threshold (
 у
): 
aj " Σ * . % - θ ; (7.4) 
I 
V 
For most units, the output (x,) is calculated by passing its activation through a 
sigmoidal function, like 
x, - — — (7.5) 
However, the output of a unit belonging to the input layer is equal to the 
corresponding element of the data vector currently presented to the network. Using 
this procedure, a vector presented to the input layer is fed forward to the output 
layer. 
Backpropagation is a supervised technique of training, which means that the 
training procedure needs the vectors in the training set to be classified. Usually, the 
classification of an input vector is determined by the element of the output vector 
that has the highest value. Therefore, when a backpropagation network is used as 
classifier for л classes, for class i an η-dimensional output vector is constructed 
where all but one elements are low and the i-th element is high. Training the network 
involves adjusting the weights, which are initialized at small random values, until the 
network approximates the desired output closely enough. 
A measure of how much the network is deviating from the desired performance is 
expressed by the error function E(w): 
7.7 
where d represents the desired output vector, j ranges over the output units and ρ 
over the training vectors. In this view, training coincides with minimizing the error 
function. This is achieved by iteratively changing the weights using gradient descent 
A», - 4 | * Ü 2 (7.7) 
ч 
where the learning rate η controls the speed of learning. While in Eq. (7.7) the 
weights are adjusted after all training vectors have been presented, i.e., after an entire 
iteration, usually the weights are changed after presentation of a single vector. If the 
vectors are drawn at random from the training set, the training procedure is extended 
with stochastic noise, which improves the performance of the network [14]. For this 
strategy, it can be derived [14,16] that 
V 
Δνν
ι; = ηχ,δ, . δ, = · 
(\-XjX4-x) for output units 
(1 -Xj ) ^ Г 5t wjk otherwise 
It is this mechanism that has provided the name (error) backpropagaoon for this type 
of neural networks. 
Sometimes, to speed up training, a momentum term is added 
Aw
v
(t*l) = - η ^ Ι + ο Δ ι ν , / Ο (7.9) 
where t represents the time at which the network is adjusted. There exist many more 
variations on the training procedure, but they are not described in this paper. For an 
explanation of the variations investigated by the authors — weight decay and 
distortion of the training vectors — the reader is referred to [16]. 
7.5 DESIGNING A NEURAL NETWORK 
In the design of a neural network, two features have to be optimized: convergence 
and generalization. A network is said to converge on the training data if the error 
function it tries to minimize decreases during training, i.e., the training set is 
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memorized increasingly well. Convergence is not inherent behavior, because the 
network may be too small to be able to solve the problem in the first place. 
Furthermore, the surface of the error function can contain local minima, causing the 
gradient descent procedure to get trapped. Addition of more units or, in case of 
backpropagation, another hidden layer solves the first problem [14], while choosing 
different initial weights may overcome the second problem. Convergence can only be 
determined experimentally by monitoring the network's error function given by 
Eqs. (7.1) and (7.6) during training. 
The second and most important feature of a neural network is its ability to 
generalize over the problem. It is possible that a network perfectly memorizes all 
vectors of the training set, but fails on previously unseen vectors. An explanation for 
this behavior is overlearning, which means that the network focuses too much on the 
training set and disregards the general characteristics of the problem itself. Good 
generalization is more likely if the number of weights is reduced, of course without 
reducing the ability to solve the problem. Unfortunately however, the relation 
between the settings of network parameters and good generalization is not exactly 
understood. The only way to determine the generalization capabilities and to avoid 
overlearning is by monitoring an error function over an independent test set during 
training. As soon as the error over the test set starts to increase, while the error over 
the training set still decreases, training should be stopped. A suitable function used 
by the authors to detect overlearning is based on the correct fractions (CF) of 
classification, the "specificity" (Ptp) and "sensitivity" (/>„): 
CF(w) = 1-
N 
(1-/·„)2 + (1-/>„)* (7.10) 
The specificity here represents the fraction of true negatives, i.e., correctly classified 
normals, while the sensitivity indicates the fraction of true positives, i.e. correctly 
detected disease cases. For a problem where i classes are to be discriminated simul­
taneously, Eq. (7.10) can easily be extended to: 
CF(w) - 1 
N ' 
ίΣα-Λ)2 ( 7 1 1 ) 
Here i ranges over all classes and P, represents the correct classification fraction of 
class ». An advantage of the CF function over a normal error function is not only that 
the network can be prevented from overlearning, but also correct classification, in our 
opinion the most interesting property, can be examined. In figure 7.3, convergence 
and generalization for several (backpropagation) network architectures are presented. 
It can be found that convergence improves with increasing training (and more 
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Table 7.2 Detection of diffuse liver diseases with respect to normal liver (NO, 
n=129) for the validation set when discriminant analysis is applied 
after calibrating with generated data. Between parentheses the results 
of the discriminant analysis by the "Jack-knife" (cross-validation) 
method. Patient categories: PBC = primary biliary cirrhosis, AH = 
acute hepatitis, AHC = alcoholic hepatitis/cirrhosis, HC = hepatitis/ 
cirrhosis. 
disease 
PBC 
AH 
AHC 
HC 
η 
10 
13 
11 
29 
ρ . 
93.0 
(96,9) 
89.9 
(88.4) 
96.1 
(95.4) 
95.3 
(93.8) 
ρ« 
% 
90.0 
(70.0) 
76.9 
(61.5) 
72.7 
(27.3) 
62.1 
(58.6) 
CF ! 
91.4 I 
(78.7) 
82.2 I 
(71.6) 
80.5 
(48.5) 
73.0 
(70.4) 
weights), while, on the other hand, generalization deteriorates after 3,000 to 5,000 
iterations. 
Designing a good neural network is most of all a time-consuming task, because of 
the many design choices that have to be made. These choices include basic settings 
like the network architecture, learning rate, initial weight distribution etc., but also 
whether or not variations on the training procedure like distorting the training 
vectors, weight decay or the conscience mechanism [16] are to be applied. For every 
Table 7.3 Detectablllty of diffuse liver diseases by a self-organizing feature map. 
Patient categories are as in table 7.2. PBC and AH: 5-7x7 network; AHC 
and HC: 5-8x8 network. 
disease 
PBC 
AH 
AHC 
HC 
η 
10 
13 
11 
29 
ρ» 
95.3 
93.0 
88.4 
82.2 
р
в 
% 
100.0 
92.3 
90.9 
82.8 
ст
 1 
96.7 
92.6 
89.6 | 
82.5 | 
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possible combination, a neural network has to be simulated to assess convergence 
and generalization. 
7.6 RESULTS 
For self-organizing feature mapping as well as backpropagation, the number of 
neural networks that had to be implemented according to the methods described in 
section 7.5 would be too extensive. To reduce this vast number of time-consuming 
simulations, the parameters of the network were optimized in order of — assumed — 
decreasing importance, after which each variation on the training procedure was 
assessed separately. For parameters that had not yet been optimized, values were 
chosen following certain rules of thumb found in literature. The network with the 
best generalization, i.e., highest CF on the test set, was chosen for further 
optimization. In figure 7.3, convergence and generalization of several back-
propagation networks with two hidden layers are shown. Since the 5-10-10-2 network 
achieved the best generalization, although certainly not the best convergence, this 
network was optimized. After the semi-optimal network configuration had been 
established, specificity and sensitivity of the network regarding the validation set 
were determined. 
In the case of detection of the various disease classes separately vs. normals, the 
initial weights of the feature mapping network were drawn from the feature space 
covered by the training set. The parameters that were successively optimized are the 
network architecture (5-3x3, 5-4x4, 5-5x5, 5-6x6, 5-7x7, 5-8x8, 5-9x9, 5-10x10) and 
the learning rate (0.00025, 0.005, 0.1). The only variation on the training procedure 
that was examined was the conscience mechanism. Each feature map was trained for 
1,000 iterations. The optimal feature mapping network for the detection tasks was 
found to have the following configurations: architecture 5-7x7 for classes PBC and 
AH vs. NO and 5-8x8 for AHC and HC vs. NO, learning rate 0.005, no conscience. 
The weights of the backpropagation network were initialized with values randomly 
Table 7.4 Detectability of diffuse liver diseases by a back-propagation network. 
Patient categories are as in table 7.2. PBC and AH: 5-40-2 network; AHC 
and HC: 5-20-2 network. 
disease 
PBC 
AH 
AHC 
HC 
η 
10 
13 
11 
29 
P., Ρ- CF Ι 
% 
99.2 100.0 99.4 | 
99.2 92.3 94.5 
96.1 81.8 86.8 
86.8 82.8 84.7 
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Fig. 7.3 Convergence (A) and generalization (В) of several back-propagation 
networks with two hidden layers. E(w) is normalized for the number of 
training vectors and the number of classes. Each data point is the 
average over 25 successive iterations. 
chosen from the interval [-0.5,0.5]. The parameters of the network that were 
optimized are, in order of decreasing importance, the network architecture (5-5-2, 
5-10-2, 5-20-2, 5-40-2, 5-10-5-2, 5-10-10-2, 5-20-10-2, 5-20-20-2), the learning rate 
(0.0005, 0.001, 0.2) and the momentum (0.0, 0.4, 0.8, 0.95). Furthermore, two 
variations on the basic training procedure were examined: distorting the training 
patterns with noise (2%, 5%, 10%) and weight decay (0.001, 0.01). Each network 
was trained for 10,000 iterations. The optimal backpropagation network configuration 
for the detection tasks was: architecture 5-40-2 for classes PBC and AH vs. NO and 
Table 7.5 Classification of all diffuse liver disease categories simultaneously. 
Method acronyms: JK=discriminant analysis by the Jack-knife method 
applied to the original data set, DA=discriminant analysis by using 
generated data for calibration, FM=feature mapping, BP~back-propa-
gation. Patient categories are as in table 7.2. 
method 
Ж 
DA 
FM 
BP 
*NO 
86.8 
87.6 
65.9 
82.9 
Ррвс 
40.0 
90.0 
90.0 
100.0 
°AH *AHC 
% 
30.8 
61.5 
46.2 
92.3 
0.0 
18.2 
63.6 
45.5 
MIC 
10.3 
24.1 
58.6 
75.9 
CF 
27.0 
46.6 
6,1 
72.0 | 
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5-20-2 for AHC and HC vs. NO, learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.8, no weight 
decay, no distortion of training vectors. 
The detection results of the validation set for the various categories of diffuse liver 
disease vs. the group of normals can be found in table 7.2 for discriminant analysis, 
in table 7.3 for self-organizing feature mapping and in table 7.4 for backpropagation. 
The correct fractions (CF) of detection are listed in the rightmost column of 
tables 7.2 to 7.4. Both neural networks yield a considerably improved correctness. 
The optimal feature mapping network configuration for the discrimination task, 
i.e., classification of all the groups simultaneously, was found to be 5-7x7, learning 
rate 0.005, no conscience. The optimal backpropagation network was: 5-40-5, 
learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.8, no weight decay, no distortion of training vectors. 
The classification results of the validation set are presented, for discriminant analysis, 
feature mapping and backpropagation in table 7.5. Also the classification (or differ-
entiation) of the various disease classes is improved significantly by using neural 
networks as compared to discriminant analysis. The backpropagation network stands 
out as the optimal one. 
7.7 DISCUSSION 
The three methods that have been investigated for their ability to detect and 
classify the various categories of diffuse liver disease can be compared fairly, since 
the procedure they follow basically is the same. First, the classifier is calibrated using 
a training set, after which its performance is assessed by classifying a validation set. 
Considering the values of the correct fraction for each class, weighted by using the 
root-mean-squares · method, the best performance is achieved by backpropagation, 
followed by self-organizing feature mapping and discriminant analysis. On the other 
hand, the time needed to calibrate the classifier ranged from short for discriminant 
analysis to very long for back-propagation, with feature mapping in between. 
However, each classifier needs to be calibrated only once, while classification, which 
must be performed many rimes, is equally fast for all methods. 
In tables 7.2 and 7.5, a comparison can be made between the results after using 
generated data as a training set in the discriminant procedure and the Jack-knife 
method of discriminant analysis. In the latter method the validation set is used for 
both the training and the validation. The detectability (Table 7.2) of diseases is 
improved to some extent by using the generated data. In addition to the theoretical 
argument (optimal estimate of the pdf by using the Bartlett kernel) and the 
preservation of the correlations between the parameters (Table 7.1), it can be stated 
that generating data is not only useful for training, but that it also improves the 
classification procedure. Since the generated data for each parameter are statistically 
independent from the original data set (random drawing according to pdf), it is 
permitted to generalize to the conclusion that a significant improvement of the 
employment of small data sets for diagnostic tasks has been achieved. This 
conclusion is strongly supported by the results of table 7.5 for the classification task 
(first two rows): the overall fraction of correct classifications has increased by a 
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factor of two. The same arguments justify and support the use of the generated data 
for the classification by neural networks. As becomes evident in table 7.5, the classi­
fication is considerably further enhanced (rightmost column) by using neural 
networks. As compared to the Jack-knife discriminant analysis, the CF value 
improves even by a factor of 2.6 by the back-propagation network. 
The results of the discriminant analysis method in tables 7.2 and 7.5 can be 
compared to the results in recent papers by Hartman et al [23] and Oosterveld et al 
[9]. Two differences should be noted, however: the parameters used are not identical 
and a slight difference occurs between the number of patients of the various cate­
gories. The conclusion is that the optimal set (two or three parameters) of parameters 
yielded better results than the fixed set of five parameters used in the present study, 
especially in the detection task [9,23]. Furthermore, the results of the discrimination 
analysis by using the generated data as a training set are comparable to the results of 
the two by two classification (differentiation would be more appropriate) as reported 
in another study [23]. So the conclusions formulated in the previous paragraph are 
supported here. 
From this study, it can be concluded that for both the detection and the discrimi­
nation of diffuse liver disease neural networks are an attractive alternative to 
discriminant analysis. The generation of data has positively influenced the results, but 
it has no effect on the order of the classifiers, because all methods use the same data. 
Ал extension of the data set with real patients' material could be used to neutralize a 
few clear outliers. Further improvement of the classification might be found in the 
employment of data sets based on other selections of parameters. The dependence of 
neural networks on the number as well as the selection of parameters could be 
further investigated. Other research topics could comprise the preprocessing of data 
and the application of different classifiers. 
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Echographic imaging methods have found vast application throughout the entire 
field of medical diagnostic investigations. In the abdomen, this imaging technique is 
used, for example, to assess the size and shape of organs (e.g., liver, kidneys, 
spleen), to detect focal disorders (e.g., primary and secondary malignant tumors, 
abscesses, haematomas), and to diagnose diffuse diseases (e.g., fatty change and 
cirrhosis in the liver). However, the granular appearance of echographic images, 
characterized by "speckle", reduces the ability of human observers to resolve fine 
detail and to detect local and diffuse abnormalities. Especially the early detection of 
low contrast focal lesions (i.e., tumors) is greatly disturbed by this speckle noise. 
Speckle is caused by the coherent summation of backscattered echo signals at the 
surface of the receiving transducer. Its appearance is inherent to the echographic 
imaging technique and can therefore not be prevented. Moreover, speckle noise be-
haves like multiplicative noise and, consequently, the signal-to-noise ratio of an 
echographic image can not be enhanced by increasing the signal strength. However, 
the statistical properties of speckle are, under certain conditions, not only related to 
the characteristics of the echographic system but also to the properties of the tissues 
being imaged. The technique of echographic imaging, and the physics of speckle for-
mation, are discussed in chapter 2 of this thesis. 
A special workstation has been developed for ultrasonic tissue characterization and 
image processing purposes. This workstation is described in chapter 3. It is applied 
to acquire and process the clinical echograms which are used as test data in this 
thesis. Special hardware constructions are used to facilitate the acquisition of both the 
radio frequency signals and the video image. Two boards, a programmable time-gain-
compensation amplifier and a 40 MHz flexible analog-to-digital convenor, are 
custom designed. Although designed as a stand-alone add-on system, this workstation 
can function as a basis for future echographic scanners with integrated signal analysis 
and image processing capabilities. 
Besides clinical echograms, also computer simulated test images were used. These 
images were generated by a simulation package developed at the authors' laboratory. 
The simulations were carried out in 3-D space and yielded realistic B-mode images. 
For over a decade there has been clinical demand for effective reduction, or even 
removal, of speckle noise. A short overview of various techniques to reduce the 
speckle in echographic images is given in chapter 1. Early techniques were either 
based on the averaging of information (in the spatial, frequency or time domain) or 
on some kind of gray level transformation. More recently, spatial filtering techniques 
are the main topic of interest. In chapter 4 the results are reported of a study to 
determine the performance of some of these filters. 
As a quantitative measure of detectability of a focal lesion, the "lesion signal-to-
noise ratio" is employed. This measure, which can be directly calculated from an 
image, provides a useful means to access the performance of a filter technique with-
out the need for extensive psychophysical studies. It is fact describes the performance 
of an ideal observer. The only drawback of this measure appears to be its inability to 
take into account the clues human observers get from the anatomical information 
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when detecting focal lesions. 
Applying this lesion signal-to-noise ratio, the performance of one linear and two 
nonlinear filters is investigated and a comparison is made between the fixed and the 
adaptive versions. Also, the influence of the size of the filter window is investigated. 
The difference in performance of the linear and the nonlinear filters is found to be 
small and adaptive filters do not perform significantly better than fixed filters. 
However, for all filter variants there appears to be an optimal filter window size 
where an improvement in lesion signal-to-noise ratio up to 40% is found. This 
optimal window size is dependent on the lesion size. Therefore, it is recommendable 
to apply filter techniques with an adjustable window size, when the dimensions of the 
lesion to be detected are unknown. 
A second approach to improve the visual detectability of abnormalities, either 
local or diffuse, in echographic B-mode images is to apply parametric imaging tech-
niques. Here, parameters resulting from the local analysis of the echographic image 
are displayed in a two dimensional fashion, thus creating a new type of image. This 
new image may reveal abnormal regions more clearly than the original image. In this 
thesis, two kinds of image parameters are investigated. The first parameter, the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is clearly related to a tissue property (i.e., the scatterer 
density), while the second parameter, the fractal dimension, rather describes the 
image texture. 
In chapter 5, the relation between the number density of scatterers in the inves-
tigated tissues and the SNR is established. The statistical properties of the SNR-
image are derived theoretically. Both, for the case of original images of tissues with 
a low number density of scatterers, and for the limit case of fully developed speckle. 
The signal-to-noise ratio of the SNR-images increases with the square root of the size 
of the analysis window. A considerable improvement in lesion detection is obtained 
if the primary difference from the background is due to a different number density of 
scatterers within the lesion. However, lesions contrasting in scattering level only are 
not detected. Therefore, a combination of the SNR parameter and the original gray 
levels (depicting the echogenicity of tissues) is desirable. 
Recently some papers have been published, in which echographic image texture is 
modeled by geometric or statistical fractals. In chapter 6 of this thesis, the potential 
of the fractal dimension as a suitable parameter for differentiating echographic image 
texture is investigated. Three methods of estimating this fractal dimension are investi-
gated, two in the spatial image domain and one in the spatial frequency domain. 
These methods yield either the Hurst coefficient or the Minkowski index from which 
the fractal dimension can be calculated. Only one of these methods, based on a scale-
space filtering concept in the spatial image domain, shows potential for texture 
differentiation purposes. The variance in the parameters resulting from the other 
methods, over a realistic range of image textures, is to large too enable differ-
entiation. In general, the applicability of the fractal dimension for parametric imaging 
purposes is limited by the need to use relatively large analysis windows as compared 
to, for instance, the SNR parameter. 
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From a combination of image parameters, which are also used for parametric 
imaging purposes, segmentation and classification of echographic images could be 
feasible. Artificial neural networks have been shown to be a promising alternative for 
traditional statistical classifying techniques. As a first step, the ability of these neural 
network techniques to detect and classify various categories of diffuse liver disease is 
investigated in chapter 7. In this study, four disease classes are being discriminated 
against a normal population. Three acoustical and two texture parameters are selected 
which have a low mutual correlation and which have been shown in previous studies 
to posses high discriminative capabilities. A supervised neural network called 
backpropagation and a nonsupervised self-organizing feature map are examined 
Their performance is compared to that of a statistical discriminant analysis method. 
The neural network techniques have a better discriminating performance when all 
five parameten are applied. When applying an optimal set (two or three parameters) 
of parameters, the performance of the neural networks and the statistical method is 
comparable. However, not having to determine an optimal set of parameters for each 
disease is a distinct advantage of neural networks. A disadvantage of neural networks 
could be the need for large training sets (i.e., a large database of patients with known 
diseases). However, a useful method is presented which "generates" data for 
extending the data sets used to train the networks. By using this data generation 
method, a significant improvement of the employment of small data sets for 
diagnostic tasks is achieved. 
In this thesis, the ability of speckle reduction techniques and of parametric 
imaging techniques to improve the detectability of local or diffuse abnormalities in 
echographic B-mode images was investigated. Speckle reduction filters appeared to 
improve the detectability of focal lesions by a maximum of 40%. Only a small 
difference in performance was found between the investigated filters. However, the 
improvement obtained was dependent on the size of the filter window. Further 
extensive investigations to determine the relation between the lesion size and the 
optimal filter window size are necessary. The lesion signal-to-noise ratio appeared to 
be a useful parameter when assessing the performance of speckle reduction filters. 
However, further investigation is necessary to determine the importance of preser-
vation of the anatomical information, which is not quantified by this parameter. 
Parametric imaging techniques should be used when a small, or even absent, gray 
level contrast between lesions and background is present. SNR imaging significantly 
improved the detectability of isoechoic lesions when a dissimilar number density of 
scatterers in lesion and in background tissue was found. However, the applicability of 
the fractal dimension as a texture quantifying parameter appeared limited. Because 
tumors, and diffuse diseases, can influence the image properties in various (un-
predictable) ways, a combination of parameters, each sensitive to a different image 
property, is necessary. Neural network techniques proved to be a useful tool to 
classify tissues, characterized by several parameters, into separate classes. Methods 
using neural networks, which combine several parametric images into one tissue type 
image, remain to be developed. 
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Echografische afbeeldingstechnieken worden toegepast in het hele gebied van de 
medische diagnostiek. Bij abdominaal onderzoek wordt deze beeldvormende techniek 
bijvoorbeeld gebruikt om de afmeting en vorm van organen te bepalen (bijv. van 
lever, nier en milt), om focale afwijken op te sporen (bijv. primaire en secondaire 
maligne tumoren, abcessen en haematomen) en om een diagnose te stellen bij diffuse 
aandoeningen (bijv. vervetting en cirrhose in de lever). Echter, het vlekkerige 
karakter van echografische afbeeldingen, gekenmerkt door "speckle", maskeert fijne 
details en bemoeilijkt het waarnemen ervan door een menselijke waarnemer. Ook het 
opsporen van lokale afwijkingen en het detecteren van globale aandoeningen wordt 
hierdoor bemoeilijkt. Speciaal de vroeg-diagnostiek van laag contrasterende focale 
laesies (o.a. tumoren) wordt verstoort door deze "speckle ruis". 
Speckle wordt veroorzaakt door de coherente sommatie van de teruggestrooide 
echo signalen op het oppervlak van de ontvangende transducent. Het optreden van 
speckle is inherent aan de echografische beeldvormende techniek en kan daarom niet 
worden voorkomen. Bovendien heeft speelde ruis een multiplicatief karakter waar-
door de signaal/ruis verhouding in een echografisch beeld niet zal toenemen indien 
de signaalsterkte wordt opgevoerd. De statistische kenmerken van speelde worden 
niet alleen bepaald door de systeem-eigenschappen, maar hangen, onder bepaalde 
condities, ook af van de eigenschappen van de onderzochte weefsels. De techniek 
van de echografisch beeldvorming en de fysische achtergrond van speckle worden 
besproken in hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift. 
Een speciaal werkstation is ontwikkeld voor echografische weefsel typering en 
beeldbewerkings doeleinden. Dit werkstation wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. Het 
wordt gebruikt bij het bemonsteren en verwerken van de klinische echogrammen 
welke als test data worden gebruikt in dit proefschrift. Speciale hardware methodie-
ken worden gebruikt om zowel acquisitie van de radio frequente signalen, als van de 
video beelden mogelijk te maken. Twee hardware modules zij speciaal ontwikkeld 
voor dit werkstation; een programmeerbare TGC-versterker en een flexibele 40 MHz 
analoog-naar-digitaal omzetter. Hoewel in eerste instantie ontworpen als een stand-
alone systeem dat gekoppeld moet worden aan een ultrasone scanner, kan dit werk-
station ook fungeren als een uitgangspunt voor toekomstige echografisch scanners 
met geïntegreerde signaal analyse en beeldbewerkings faciliteiten. 
Naast de klinische echogrammen worden ook door een computer gesimuleerde 
test echogrammen gebruikt. Deze echogrammen worden gegenereerd door een, op het 
laboratorium van de auteur ontwikkeld, software pakket. De 3-dimensionale simula-
ties leveren realistische B-mode echogrammen. 
Al langer dan een decennium bestaat er een klinische behoeft om de speckle ruis 
effectief te verminderen of zelf geheel te verwijderen. Een kort overzicht van de 
diverse technieken om speelde in echografische beelden te verminderen wordt ge-
geven in hoofdstuk 1. De eerste technieken waren gebaseerd op het middelen van 
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beeld-informatie (in het spatiele, frequentie of tijds-domein) of op grijswaarden 
transformaties. Meer recentelijk gaat de belangstelling voornamelijk uit naar spatiele 
filter technieken. In hoofdstuk 4 worden de resultaten besproken van een studie naar 
de prestaties van enkele van deze filters. 
Als maat voor het kwantificeren van de detecteerbaarheid van focale laesies 
wordt de "laesie signaal/ruis verhouding" gebruikt. Deze maat, die direct vanuit het 
beeld bepaald kan worden, is een bruikbaar hulpmiddel om de prestatie van een filter 
techniek te bepalen zonder uitgebreide psychofysische experimenten te hoeven uit-
voeren. Deze maat kwantificeert in feite de prestaties van een ideale waarnemer. Het 
enige nadeel bleek te zijn dat de aanwijzingen die menselijke waarnemers krijgen uit 
de afbeelding van de anatomie bij het detecteren van focale laesies, niet wordt 
meegenomen in deze maat. 
Gebruik makend van de laesie signaal/ruis verhouding zijn de prestaties van één 
lineair en twee niet-lineaire filters onderzocht en zijn de normale en de adaptieve 
versies van deze filters vergeleken. Ook is de invloed van de afmeting van het filter-
venster op de prestaties van de filters onderzocht. De verschillen in prestatie tussen 
lineaire en niet-lineaire filters blijkt minimaal te zijn en ook zijn de resultaten van 
adaptieve filters niet significant beter dan die van niet adaptieve filters. Echter, bij 
alle filters blijkt er een optimale afmeting van het filter-venster voor te komen 
waarbij een toename in de laesie signaal/ruis verhouding van maximaal 40% wordt 
gevonden. De optimale afmeting van een filter-venster blijkt afhankelijk te zijn van 
de grootte van de te detecteren laesie. Het is daarom aan te bevelen filter technieken 
met een (automatisch) instelbare afmeting van het filter-venster te gebruiken, indien 
de afmetingen van de te detecteren laesie niet vooraf bekend zijn. 
Een andere methode om de visuele detecteerbaarheid van abnormaliteiten, lokaal 
of diffuus, in echografische beelden te verbeteren is door middel van parametrische 
beelden. Hierbij worden parameters, welke bepaald worden met een lokale analyse 
van het echografisch beeld, op een twee-dimensionale wijze afgebeeld. Op deze 
manier wordt een nieuw beeld gecreëerd. In dit nieuwe beeld kunnen abnormale ge-
bieden dan beter waarneembaar zijn dan in het originele beeld. In dit proefschrift 
wordt de toepasbaarheid van twee typen beeldparameters onderzocht De eerste 
parameter, de signaal/ruis verhouding (eng.: SNR) is duidelijk gerelateerd aan een 
weefsel eigenschap (de dichtheid van verstrooiende deeltjes), terwijl de tweede 
parameter, de fractal dimensie, veeleer de beeld-structuur (ook wel "textuur" 
genoemd) karakteriseert. 
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de relatie tussen de dichtheid van verstrooiende deeltjes in 
het onderzochte weefsel en de SNR aangetoond. Ook worden de statistische eigen-
schappen van een SNR-beeld theoretisch afgeleid. Dit zowel voor echografische 
intensiteits-beelden van weefsels met een lage dichtheid van verstrooiers, als voor het 
limiet geval van volledig ontwikkelde speckle. De signaal/ruis verhouding in een 
SNR-beeld blijkt toe te nemen met de wortel uit de grootte van het analyse-venster. 
Een aanzienlijke toename in de detecteerbaarheid van laesies wordt verkregen indien 
de laesie voornamelijk verschilt van zijn omgeving voor wat betren de dichtheid van 
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verstrooiers. Laesies welke alleen contrasteren ten gevolge van een afwijkende 
reflectie-sterkte van de verstrooiers worden in SNR-beelden niet gedetecteerd. Der-
halve is een combinatie van het SNR-beeld met het originele echobeeld (dat de echo-
sterkte van weefsels weergeeft) noodzakelijk. 
Recentelijk zijn er enkele publikaties verschenen waarin de echografische beeld 
textuur wordt gemodelleerd door geometrische of statistische fractals. In hoofdstuk 6 
van dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht of de fractal dimensie een bruikbare parameter 
is om verschillende echografisch beeld texturen te onderscheiden. Er worden drie 
methoden besproken om de fractal dimensie te bepalen; twee in het spatiele beeld 
domein en één in het spatiele frequentie domein. Deze methoden leveren, of de Hurst 
coëfficiënt, of de Minkowski index. Beide zijn eenduidig gerelateerd aan de fractal 
dimensie. Slechts één van deze methoden, die gebaseerd op het "scale-space filtering" 
concept in het spatiele beeld domein, blijkt praktische bruikbaar voor textuur 
differentiatie doeleinden. De spreiding in de parameters welke resulteren uit de 
overige methoden is, over een realistisch bereik van beeld texturen, te groot. In het 
algemeen kan gesteld worden dat de bruikbaarheid van de fractal dimensie in 
parametrische beelden wordt beperkt doordat, vergeleken met bijvoorbeeld de SNR 
parameter, relatief grote analyse-vensters noodzakelijk zijn. 
Met behulp van een combinatie van beeldparameters, welke ook gebruikt kunnen 
worden voor parametrische beelden, zou segmentatie en classificatie van echografi-
sche beelden mogelijk kunnen zijn. Kunstmatige neurale netwerken zijn sterk in 
opkomst als alternatief voor traditionele statistische classificatie technieken. Als 
eerste stap is de toepasbaarheid van neurale netwerk technieken bij de detectie en 
classificatie van diffuse lever aandoeningen onderzocht (hoofdstuk 7). In deze studie 
worden vier klassen van lever aandoeningen onderscheiden van een normale popula-
tie. Drie akoestische parameters en twee textuur parameters worden bij deze classifi-
catie gebruikt. Deze parameters zijn weinig gecorreleerd en uit voorgaande studies 
bleken ze zeer geschikt te voor het onderscheiden van deze aandoeningen. Een ge-
controleerd neural netwerk, "back-propagation", en een niet-gecontroleerde "self-
organizing feature map" zijn onderzocht. Hun prestaties zijn vergeleken met die van 
een statistische discriminant analyse methode. De neurale netwerken blijken een beter 
onderscheidend vermogen te hebben indien alle vijf de parameters gebruikt worden. 
Wanneer een, vooraf geselecteerde, optimale set van (twee of drie) parameters wordt 
gebruikt zijn de prestaties van de neurale netwerken en de statische methode 
vergelijkbaar. Echter, het niet hoeven te bepalen van deze optimale set voor ieder 
aandoening is een duidelijk voordeel van neurale netwerk technieken. Een nadeel van 
neurale netwerken zou kunnen zijn de noodzaak voor grote bestanden om het 
netwerk te trainen (d.w.z. een grote database van patiënten met bekende aandoen-
ingen). Echter, een bruikbare methode wordt gepresenteerd voor het uitbreiden van 
deze training sets door middel van het "genereren" van nieuwe gegevens. Door ge-
bruikt te maken van deze methode blijken ook kleine data sets bruikbaar bij het 
trainen van een netwerk om een bepaalde aandoening te classificeren. 
In dit proefschrift zijn de mogelijkheden van speckle reductie technieken en van 
parametrische afbeeldingstechnieken om de detecteerbaarheid van lokale en diffuse 
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afwijkingen in echografische B-mode afbeeldingen te verbeteren onderzocht. Speckle 
reductie filters bleken een verbeterde detecteerbaarheid van focale afwijkingen van 
maximaal 40% op te leveren. Slechts kleine verschillen werden gevonden tussen de 
prestaties van de diverse onderzochte filters. De gevonden verbeteringen bleken 
echter sterk afhankelijk van de afmetingen van het füter-venster. Een verder, 
uitgebreid, onderzoek naar de relatie tussen de grootte van de laesie en de optimale 
afmeting van het fílter-venster is noodzakelijk. De laesie signaal/ruis verhouding 
bleek een bruikbare maat om de prestaties van de diverse speckle reductie filters te 
kwantificeren. Echter het behoud, of het versmeren, van de anatomische informatie 
bij een filter bewerking wordt in deze maat niet meegenomen. Daarom is een verder 
onderzoek om het belang van het behoud van de anatomische informatie te bepalen 
gewenst. 
Parametrische afbeeldingstechnieken dienen gebruikt te worden bij kleine, of 
afwezige, grijswaarde contrasten tussen laesie en achtergrond. SNR imaging leverde 
een significante verbetering op van de detecteerbaarheid van isoechoïsche laesies, 
indien een verschil in dichtheid van verstrooiers in laesie en achtergrond weefsel 
aanwezig was. Echter de toepasbaarheid van de fractal dimensie om de beeld-
structuur te kwantificeren bleek beperkt Tumoren en diffuse aandoeningen kunnen de 
beeldeigenschappen op diverse (onvoorspelbare) manieren beïnvloeden. Het gebruik 
van een combinatie van parameters, ieder gevoelig voor een andere beeldeigenschap, 
is daarom aan te bevelen. Neurale netwerk technieken bleken een bruikbaar hulpmid-
del om verschillende weefsel, gekarakteriseerd door meerdere parameters, in afzon-
derlijke klassen te verdelen. Methoden, die gebruik maken van neurale netwerken, 
om afzonderlijke parametrische beelden te combineren tot één "tissue type" beeld 
dienen ontwikkeld te worden. 
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